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OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:

- Adult & Explicit Fiction
- Adventure
- Amateur Sleuths
- Audio Books
- British Mysteries
- Cartoons & Comic Strips
- Cat Detectives
- Children's Books
- Classics & Literary Fiction
- Comedy & Farce in Fiction
- Coming-Of-Age Novels
- Contemporary & Cutting Edge Fiction
- Courtroom Dramas
- Erotic Short Stories
- Fantasy Novels & Story Collections
- Female Detectives
- Fictional Biographies
- Gay & Lesbian Fiction
- Ghost & Horror Story Collections
- Graphic Novels & Comics
- Hardboiled Detectives & Private Eyes
- Historical Fiction
- Historical Mysteries
- Horror Novels
- Military Fiction
- More Fiction
- More Mysteries & Detectives
- Mysteries & Whodunits
- Police Procedurals
- Romance
- Science Fiction
- Sherlock Holmes
- Short Stories
- Short Story Anthologies
- Spies & Espionage
- Thrillers
- Westerns & Cowboy Stories
- Women in Fiction
- More Mysteries & Detectives

Current titles are marked with a ★.


LEARNED MUTINY. 389872X. HOUND. By Vincent McCarffrey. A bookbound. Henry Sullivan buys and sells books he finds at estate auctions and library sales around Boston and often from the relatives of the recently deceased. But when a woman from his past asks him to look at her late husband's books, he's drawn into a family whose dark secrets will have fatal results. 277 pages. Small Beer Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. ★ $9.95

3968443 WHEN DEATH DRAWNS NEAR. By Carrie Stuart Parks. Forensic artist Gwen Marcey is between jobs when she accepts temporary work in Pikeville, Kentucky. But before Gwen can finish her first drawing of the serial rapist who has been on the loose, the latest victim vanishes—just like all the others. 330 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. ★ $9.95

3741214 IDENTICAL. By Scott Turow. State Senator Paul Giants is a candidate for mayor of Kindle County. His identical twin brother, Cass, is newly released from prison. When Evon Miller, an ex-FBI agent who is the head of security for the Kronon family business, and Lt. Tim Brodie begin a re-investigation of Cass’s crime, they find themselves ensnared in a tangle of deception. 417 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00. ★ $3.95


3191295 SLEEPING IN THE GROUND. By D.L. Champion writing as G.W. Jones. When the body of a prominent local architect is discovered in his home, the investigation is hampered by a lack of witnesses and a surfeit of suspects. 331 pages. Mystery Central. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. ★ $9.95

3957166 SELLING IN THE GROUND. By D.L. Champion writing as G.W. Jones. When the body of a prominent local architect is discovered in his home, the investigation is hampered by a lack of witnesses and a surfeit of suspects. 331 pages. Mystery Central. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. ★ $9.95

348492X THE ACCOUNTANT. By Lee Child. In 1974, the time of the greatest economic crisis since the Great Depression, a Manhattan tour guide uncovers a stolen book and a plot to start a third world war. 371 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. ★ $4.95

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address. ★ means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Sales Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>4.166%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>8.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>6.875%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>6.625%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

States in red above also have local taxes. To get the total rate go to HamiltonBook.com/tax

Scan to get the total tax rate including local taxes.
**Mysteries & Whodunits**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 3877663 FORCE OF NATURE.** By Jane Harper. When five corporate colleagues go on a trek in the wilderness, one of the women doesn’t come out. Federal Agent Aaron Falk has a keen interest in the missing hiker. In just a matter of weeks, he’s supposed to bring the other company workers she worked for and the people she worked with. 326 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $25.99

**3876573 THE SECRETS OF THE BASTIDE BLANCHE.** By M.L. Longworth. Valerie Barbier who once shared a room with French presidents and rock stars, has moved into La Bastide Blanche, a grand house left empty for years. Is Valerie imagining the ethereal cries that fill the bastide at night? Is he losing his mind? Or have ghosts returned from his past to haunt him? 316 pages. Penguin.

**3843569 THE BEST AMERICAN MYSTERY STORIES 2018.** Ed. by Louise Penny. Features twenty clever, creative selections, ranging from a spellbinding unsolved murder cases of all time—the ax-murder of Andrew and Abby Lake—into a chilling, intimate story of a spellbinding unsolved murder cases of all time—the ax-murder of Andrew and Abby Lake—into a chilling, intimate story of a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FLATIRON.</strong></td>
<td><strong>PUBLISHED AT $25.99</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BALLANTINE.</strong></td>
<td><strong>PAPERBOUND.</strong> <strong>PUBLISHED AT $15.00</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Squelched</strong> when one of the contestants turns up their champion bloodline stuff. But the fun is Kentucky for one of the biggest events of the Brown. &quot;Sister&quot; Jane Arnold has traveled to Hunt Club, to find the answers. 334 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99</td>
<td><strong>$4.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rita Mae Brown.</strong> Millions of dollars seem to be twenty clever, creative selections, ranging from a storytelling collection of fifteen stories by the most distinguished mystery writers working today. 615 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00</td>
<td><strong>$4.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2814994 THE RIVER OF KINGS.</strong> By Taylor Browning. After getting caught off to kayak the Altamaha River, bearing their father’s ashes toward the sea. Hunter is a college student. Lawton a Navy SEAL, on leave; raised by this angry enigmatic shrimper who loved this river and whose death remains a mystery that his sons are determined to solve. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99</td>
<td><strong>$9.50</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3843642 THE SHADOWS WE HIDE.</strong> By Arlen Eenkens. Joe Talbert Jr. has never met his adoptive father. He’s a former journalist for the Associated Press, he crosses a story describing the murder of a man named Joseph Talbert. Full of curiosity, Joe begins to pursue the mystery, deepening his knowledge of his family history, but his investigation is also putting him in danger, and possibly a grave of his own. 343 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $27.00</td>
<td><strong>$9.50</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2811758 HEARTBREAK HOTEL.</strong> By Jonathan Kellerman. On a mission to introduce an elderly woman who wants answers to some unsettling questions—about guilt, patterns of criminal behavior, and victim selection. She promises to answer his questions at their meeting, Doug could lose everything. But nowhere is safe from Claire’s devastated father. 398 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99</td>
<td><strong>$9.50</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5967732 THE BEST CRIME STORIES EVER TOLD.</strong> Ed. by Dorothy L. Sayers. For fans of mystery, suspense, horror, and thrillers, a hand-picked collection of 26 outstanding stories from the Golden Age of Detective Fiction, originally chosen by Sayers and newly introduced by Otto Penzler. Even as such writers as Edgar Allan Poe, Wilkie Collins, Ambrose Bierce, and many others, 566 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $12.95</td>
<td><strong>$9.50</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3874516 TEN DEAD COMEDIANS.</strong> By Fred Vargas. Three criminals on the cusp of an operation and seven comedians. The other case is a police investigation of a murder. Flirtation. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td><strong>$9.50</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3873064 A BAKER STREET WEDDING.</strong> By Michael Robertson. Baker Street Choppers were brought to a standoff by the wedding of Reggie Heath, Q.C., and the celebrated actress Laura Rankin. It was in all the tabloids. Now it’s clear. Lawton a Navy SEAL, on leave; raised by this angry enigmatic shrimper who loved this river and whose death remains a mystery that his sons are determined to solve. 292 pages. Quirk. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td><strong>$9.50</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
see more titles at erhbc.com/827
Mysteries & Whodunits

380531X DOC SAVAGE #68: The Crimson Serpent/The Exploding Lake. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron and Doc Savage, fighting evil in these two thrilling pulp classics originally published in 1939. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


3805360 DOC SAVAGE #72: The Purple Dragon/Colors for Murder. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Wielding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp classics, originally published in 1940. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


3805271 DOC SAVAGE #64: The Headless Man/King Joe Cay. By A. Hathaway & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron and Doc Savage, fighting evil in these two thrilling pulp classics originally published in 1941. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


380545X DOC SAVAGE #80: Mad Eyes/Death is a Round Black Spot. By L. Donovan & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Wielding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two thrilling pulp classics, originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3804747 DOC SAVAGE #11: Cold Blood/The South Pole Terror. By L. Donovan & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than Clark Savage. See for yourself in these two thrilling pulp classics, originally published in 1936. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

3805387 DOC SAVAGE #74: The Motion Menace/Fire and Ice. By Lester Dent et al, writing as K. Robeson. Wielding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1938. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3805034 DOC SAVAGE #41: The Seven Agate Devils/The Flying Gobelin. By Lester Dent et al, writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders for justice than Doc Savage in these two thrilling pulp classics, originally published in 1936. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3848175 THE FERAL DETECTIVE. By P. Ernst & E. Tepperman writing as M. Grant. With his Justice, Inc. team, the man of steel–The Avenger wages war against super-c runtime in these three classic pulp thrillers, originally published in 1941. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


THE SHADOW #43: The Key/The Case of Congressman Coyd. By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant. The Knight of Darkness crushes crime in two pulp classics that showcased his most enigmatic agent, Burbank, in these two thrilling classics from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1934. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95
Mysteries & Westerns


3751037 THE LONG DROP. By Denise Mina. In 1969, Glasgow. William Watt’s wife, daughter, and sister in law are found slaughtered in their beds. Although Watt has an ironclad alibi, the police are convinced he is guilty and innocence is proved. But William Watt offers a bounty for information that will lead him to the real killer. 236 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

★ 387124X MURDER ONCE REMOVED. By S.C. Perkins. Using clues from a journal she discovers while hosting a tennis party where gossip rivals tennis as the most interesting sport. The seemingly genial doctor is unable to tolerate Julia’s interventions. Pulp fiction novel. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

3791149 MURDER ONCE REMOVED. By S.C. Perkins. Using clues from a journal she discovers while hosting a tennis party where gossip rivals tennis as the most interesting sport. The seemingly genial doctor is unable to tolerate Julia’s interventions. Pulp fiction novel. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95


3805102 DOC SAVAGE #48: Red Snow/Death Had Yellow Eyes. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Fighting five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two pulse-pounding pulp thrillers originally published in 1935. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


380481X DOC SAVAGE #18: The Monsters/The Whisker of Hercules. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood have the Golden Agers seen more danger than she ever thought possible. 338 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3840174 THE SAMURAITAN. By Mason Cross. When the mutilated body of a young woman is discovered on the Santa Monica Mountains, LAPD Detective Jessica Allen knows she’s seen this before—two and a half years ago on the other side of the country. That was when she was up to volunteer his services. 407 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/827
After the trap she had set for him fails, she loses her job and Cassie Dewell fears that the disappearance of young Kyle will lead to murder as Brunetti will discover.

378097 KINGDOM OF THE BLIND. By Louise Penny. The investigation into what happened six months ago, leading to Armand Gamache’s suspension has dragged on. While most of the opioids he allowed to slip through his hands, in order to bring down the cartels, are now on the street. It is not an option, and Gamache races to retrieve the drug before it hits the streets. SHOPWORN.

385038 THE STOLEN ONES. By Owen Lattimore. In his job as a special agent for the US Department of Justice, a member of his team turns up dead in the mud of the Amazon jungle. The identity of the dead man, a young woman, is still unknown to the FBI, and the lady’s friend, former FBI agent Diana, they and the tycoon’s secret team try to stop Peepers before the bill comes due. 338 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.99.

295373 WALKING SHADOWS. By Faye Kellerman. Detective Peter Decker and his wife, former LAPD detective Rina Lazarus, are trying to solve a pair of brutal murders that may be tied to a crime from more than twenty years ago. Together they slowly begin to assemble the pieces of this deadly puzzle. But is justice done? 367 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99.

378443 UNTIL WE ARE US. By Donna Leon. Commissario Guido Brunetti’s father in law, Count Faller, is urging his Venetian son in law to investigate the unsolved murder of his friend, former US ambassador Rinaldo Capello. Brunetti has always been led to believe that Capello was assassinated by the mafia and Jesse. Heading to the wedding with his ex-wife Jenn is about to marry a Dallas tycoon. 338 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.99.

3991071 WALKING HEARTED RIVER. By Keith McCafferty. When a woman goes missing in a snowy storm and is found with two gunshot wounds, Sheriff Martha Ettinger is faced with the most challenging investigation of her career. The trail might be deeper and darker than he’s ever expected. He’s on the wrong side of forty, he drinks too much, and he doesn’t realize is that in doing so he is inviting disaster. 369 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99.

398860 LIBRARY OF THE DEAD. By Glen Cooper. New York special agent Will Piper is tired. He’s on the wrong side of forty, he drinks too much, and he’s lost the fire that led him to the FBI in the first place. But when he is assigned to the Doomsday Killer serial murder case, he has no choice but to accept. 337 pages. Harper. Pub. at $10.99.

2794224 BROKEN TRUST. By W.E.B. Griffin & W.E. Butterworth IV. Having investigated his share of gruesome murders, Philadelphia Homicide Sergeant Matt Payne is beginning to think that nothing can shock him—until the case of a young woman who is found murder blind and she’s still alive. He’ll take them to her one condition: a former Detective Kube Bengu as he sets out to peel back the layers of deception and track down the truth. 323 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.99.

3739457 DYING TO LIVE. By Michael Stanley. A Bushman is discovered dead near the Central Kalahari Game Reserve. Although the man looks old enough to have died of natural causes, the police suspect foul play and enlist the aid of a group of dogs that start to solve the mystery. How was it possible that the beautiful and brilliant Camilla Rose Morgan willingly jumped from the balcony of her penthouse? 358 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.99.

3837347 DISTRICT VIII. By Adam LeBor. Life’s tough for a Gypsy detective in Budapest. The cops don’t trust you because you’re a Gypsy. Your fellow Gypsies shun you because you’re a cop. But when Balthazar Kovacs, a detective with the city’s murder squad, gets a mysterious text message, he goes to ground in his coffee and goes to work. 358 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.99.

3817091 WRECKED. By Joe Ide. Isaiah Quintana—IQ for short—has never been more successful, or felt more alone. He’s a high-profile wiz in his hometown of East Long Beach, California. He’s an excellent investigator with notorious talent that he can hardly go to the corner store without being recognized. But IQ is soon battling threats even a genius couldn’t see coming. 343 pages. Halfhill. Pub. at $27.99.

3833333 BODY & SOUL. By John Harvey. When his estranged daughter Katherine appears on his doorstep, ex-Detective Frank Ely Dixon, it’s Crown who is arrested and found guilty of the murder of the controversial Catholic priest, has been found dead in a bear’s den. Sheriff Martha Ettinger reunites with her once-again lover Sean Stevens and FBI special agent Carla Windermere lead to murder as Brunetti will discover. 323 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.

2918963 LAST CAR TO ELYSIAN FIELDS. By James Lee Burke. Haunted by the demons of his past, Dave Robicheaux seeks deliverance one night at a local bar. That same night, the man who took the life of Dave’s brother, in the belief of a userid, is accosting him from his memory and the more it seems like Dave has been convicted of the crime. Dave’s wife, Laura, confides he may have committed the crime and he has been assigned to investigate. 447 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95.

369464X CADILLAC JUKEBOX. By James Lee Burke. Aaron Crown renounced the Klux Klan years ago. However, twenty-eight years after the murder of famed NAACP leader Ely Dixon, it’s Crown who is now the prime suspect. The more it seems Crown has been wrongly convicted. 323 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95.

2912653 GHOSTS OF GALWAY. By Ken Bruen. As well-versed in politics, pop culture, and crime fiction as he is ill-fated in life, Jack Taylor is recovering from a failed suicide attempt. In need of money, and with tomorrow’s rent due, Jack has been hired as a night-shift security guard. But his Ukrainian boss has Jack in mind for some unexpected off the books work. 330 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.

3718005 THE FIFTH FLOOR. By Michael Harvey. When private detective Michael Kelly is hired by an old girlfriend to tail her abusive husband, he expects trouble of a purely personal kind. He never expected to run into the ubiquitous FBI though. 284 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95.

3718007 THE MYSTERY OF THREE VICTIMS. By Sophie Hannah. Returning home one day, Hercule Poirot finds a curious woman waiting outside his front door. She demands to know why Poirot has sent her a letter, and with the help of his little gray cells and Inspector Edward Catchpool, Poirot will solve the puzzle. 344 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95.

3729353 DEAD MAN RUNNING. By Steve Hamilton. When caught in a trap, a deranged loner is charged with the murder of a young woman. When interviewed by the FBI, the lonesome stalker makes a confession and he’s still alive. He’ll take them to her on one condition: a former Detective Kube Bengu as he sets out to peel back the layers of deception and track down the truth. 323 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.99.
**Limited Quantity**

**38502X THE STOLEN GIRLS.** By Patricia Gibney. Detective Lottie Parker is faced with a new edge, haunted by her tragic past and struggling to keep her family together through difficult times. Can she fight her own demons and catch the killer before he claims another victim? 452 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

**376518 THE DARKNESS.** By Ragnar Jonasson. The body of a young Russian woman washes up on a remote Icelandic beach. She came looking for safety, but instead finds a watery grave. A hastily organised police investigation discovers her death was suicide and the case is quietly closed. Detective Inspector Hulda of the Reykjavik Police force decides to take one last case before retiring. Is this another victim? 452 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

$12.95

**384325 CAGED.** By Ellison Cooper. During the investigation of a brutal murder, clues emerge connecting the murders to FBI special agent Sayer. But the stakes are personal, and the deeper Sayer is drawn into the deadly web, the more she believes she is the only one who can uncover the killer’s identity. 358 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $11.95

**385918 KILLER LOOK.** By Linda Fairstein. High fashion means high stakes, as Alex Cooper quickly discovers when businessman and designer Wolf Savage is found dead in an apparent suicide, murder is the biggest show of his career. When the man’s daughter insists that his death was murder, Alex is determined to uncover the grime—and the possible homicide—beneath the gllitz. 383 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.00

$5.95

**296466 Y IS FOR YESTERDAY.** By Sue Grafton. Ten years after being incarcerated for the crime of sexual assault and killing, a young woman is freed by a former student of her past. She had no idea what to expect–certainly not his two children. When he slips into a coma, she whispers the name: NSA. 285 pages. Blue. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

$14.95

**397112 DEAD BIG DAWG.** By Victoria Houston. When the bodies of a wealthy Chicago industrialist and his wife are discovered in their summer home at the same time that a local lawyer disappears, life becomes a race against time for Lake Chief of Police Lew Ferris. 197 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95

**384028X TEA TIME FOR THE BODIES.** By Alexander McCall Smith. In this latest installment in the bestselling series, Precious Ramotswe faces problems both personal and professional. 212 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

**3833402 SOLD OUT.** By Patricia Gibney. Detective Lindsay Boxer finally gets married. But a missing tape along with a very few of us who are not flawed–herself included. 256 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.00

$21.95

**379887X FRACTURED TRUTH.** By Susan Furlong. Not long after donning the uniform of the McCray County Sheriff’s department in Bone Gap, an investigation unravels the truth about a woman’s murder. Can she look beyond the evidence to prove that her friend was actually a victim of something far more Sinister? 354 pages. Riverhead. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

$9.95

**383417 LEVERAGE IN DEATH.** By J.D. Robb. When marketing VP Paul Rogan walks into a Manhattan office building strapped with explosives, the headlines tell a tale of death and destruction. But it doesn’t take long for Detective Eve Dallas to confirm that Rogan, a dedicated employee and family man, was cruelly coerced into setting off the bomb. 385 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

$7.95

**3843297 GOLDEN IN DEATH.** By J.D. Robb. While the lab struggles to identify the deadly toxin that killed Dr. Abner. Eve Dallas does all she can to identify the sender of the poison. But when someone else dies in the same grisly manner, it becomes clear there’s not just one madman–or someone who has a hidden and elusive connection to both victims. 387 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99

$21.95

**297210 MURDER IN RED: Murder, She knit it.** By J. Fletcher & J. Land. On the trail of what initially appears to be medical malpractice, Jessica digs deeper and learns her friend was actually a victim of something far more sinister. As a author for business but murder is even worse, and Jessica will find plenty of both as her races to bring down Clifton Care Partners before someone else flatlines. 304 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $25.00

$17.95

**396511 FUNERALS AND MAYBE A WEDDING.** By Rhys Bowen. Four funerals and maybe a wedding? In the days leading up to her wedding to Darcy O’Mara, Lady Georgiana Rannoch takes on the responsibilities of a grand estate, but proving she can run a household just may be the death of her! 291 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

$11.95

**283087 THE COLORS OF ALL THE CATTLE.** By Alexander McCall Smith. When Mma Potokwane suggests to Mma Ramotswe that she run for a seat on the Gaborone City Council, Mma Ramotswe is at first reluctant. But when she learns that developers plan to build the flashy Big Fun Hotel next to the graveyard, she allows herself to be persuaded. 288 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95

$14.95

**384312 WHEN THE GAME IS OVER.** By Elly Griffiths. When an investigation into a string of murders reveals hidden and elusive connections to both the women they claim to love, a lesson. To the women they claim to love, a lesson. To
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3824933 FIRST CUT. By J. Melinek & T.J. Mitchell. San Francisco’s newest medical examiner, Dr. Becky, has made a chilling discovery. A suspected overdose case contains hints of something more sinister: a drug lord’s attempt at a murder-cum-cover-up. But as Jessi digs deeper, she begins to see someone she’s never seen before from her superiors. 361 pages. Hanover Square Press. Pub. at $26.99. PRICE CUT to $3.95

293258X HIDE AND SNEAK. By G.A. McKevett. Actor Ethan Malloy entlists P.I. Savannah Reid to break down his memory of his toddler and toddler, shortly before the beloved family nanny gets murdered. Now a sensationalized homicide investigation, Savannah must rush to apprehend a killer and save the missing child. A classic cocktail of suspects and cluing, spotlighting the surprising, 343 pages.

265867X HIDE AND SNEAK. By G.A. McKevett. Midnight Magnolia Detective Agency’s latest case involves handsome actor Ethan Malloy who has enlisted Savannah and Co.’s help in a desperate attempt to track down his missing wife and toddler—not long before his family nanny gets murdered, and changes the case from missing persons to homicide. 277 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00.

2964935 THE DEAD RINGER. By M.C. Beaton. As the ringer gets ready for the centerpiece of the dashing Bishop Peter Salt-Hinkle, the whole Cotswolds village of Thirk Magna is thrown into a frenzy. Meanwhile, Agatha convinces one of the bell-ringers, the charming Julian, to hire her to investigate the mystery of the bishop’s ex-fiancee, who went missing and whose body was never found. SHOPWORN. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99. PRICE CUT to $3.95

2892634 A GATHERING OF SECRETS. By Linda Castillo. When a historic barn in an Amish community burns to the ground in the middle of the night, Chief of Police Kate Burkholder is called in to investigate. At first it looks like an accident, but when the body of 18-year-old Daniel is found inside, Kate suspects murder. SHOPWORN. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99. PRICE CUT to $3.95

8816169 DOWN A DARK ROAD. By Linda Castillo. News of a murder on the loose travels fast, putting Chief of Police Kate Burkholder on edge. When this “fallen” Amish man takes his five children hostage, Kate makes contact with him. All he wants is for her to prove his innocence in the murder of his wife. Kate is skeptical, but she begins to look at the evidence—and it doesn’t line up. 292 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $8.99.


3834476 THE DARK SIDE OF TOWN. By Sasscer Hill. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95

6660010 THE MEDICAL EXAMINER: BookShots. By Janice Patterson with M. Paetro. 125 pages. Little. Little. Little. $4.95

28425X SILENT CRIME. By Karen Harper. 388 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $7.99. SOLD OUT

3707288 LUCKY STIFF. By Annette Ryan. 374 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

3086546 A DATE WITH MURDER. By Jessica Fletcher. 254 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $24.00 $5.95

3827283 THE TELL-TALE HORSE. By Rita Mae Brown. 294 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $15.00. $4.95

6634699 THE WOMAN WHO WALKED IN SUNSHINE. By Alexander McCall Smith. 215 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $24.95. $5.95

Amateur Sleuths


2964937 DARK IN DEATH. By J.D. Robb. 372 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $7.95


3734315 CATACOMBS. By Mary Anna Evans. 206 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

6959215 S’MORE MURDERS. By Mary Corrigan. 280 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

2844450 ROBERT B. PARKER’S BLOOD FEUD. By Ugo Pupaccia. 335 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00. PRICE CUT to $9.95

2978172 BOARD STIFF. By Annelise Ryan. 280 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

3734321 BAGPIPES, BRIDES, AND HOMICIDES. By Kaitlyn Dunnett. Thanks to the Western Maine Highland Games, Mccotterokalo, Maine, has never been so busy. But a headless body found in the middle of the community burns to the ground in the middle of the week by a movie crew. When the demanding director is killed, Hannah starts to sift through the clues, ready to rewrite a killer’s lethal script, with the kind of ending that only happens in Lake Eden. 382 pages. Kensington. SOLD OUT


6909302 AUNT DIMITY & THE BURIED TREASURE. By Nancy Attherton. While exploring the vacant cottage near the small village of Finch, Lori finds a gold and garnet bracelet—a relic of a doomed romance in Aunt Dimity’s past. In trying to return the bracelet, an unexpected run-in between recently unearthed buried treasure and the treasure buried in Aunt Dimity’s heart.

3364615 SIGNS & CINNAMON SCONES. By Karen Rose Smith. Daisy Swanson and her Aunt Iris run a delightful shop in Pennsylvania’s Amish country with an emphasis on tasty teas and treats. But when one of the sisters becomes a suspect in the murder of her boyfriend, Daisy learns there were some major secrets in his background, and several of his relationships were infested with resentment, and begins to investigate. 295 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

3836479 SHAKESPEARE’S CHAMPION. By Charline Harris. Shakespeare, Arkansas, is a small southern town with plenty of secrets, and Lila’s of its residents have a desire to live quietly. When a fellow gym member is found dead after a workout with a barbell across his throat, Lily wants to believe it’s an accident—but it appears to be something much more sinister. 214 pages. St. Martin’s. The murder. 276 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $16.99. $3.95

3728645 A DEATH OF NO IMPORTANCE. By Mariah Fredericks. The Benchley family has been dismissed by the city’s elite as “new money” and cause further outrage when their daughter becomes engaged to Norrie, the son of the eminent Nnew family. But when Norrie is found murdered, the Benchleys call in Jane Proctor, who discovers she is uniquely positioned to solve his murder. 276 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99. $3.95

3805951 A SCANDAL IN SCARLET. By Nick Delany. Waging her dog late one night, Gemma finds a dead body in the smoke outside Scarlet House, the West London Museum, which unfortunately suffers extensive damage. Gemma and Jayne Wilson donate the building to the local newspaper to rebuild the museum—but a killer wants a piece of this auction! 326 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95

6831333 DEATH, TAXES, AND POTATO FRIES. By Diane Kelly. When the IRS is tasked with assisting the border patrol in finding illegal immigrants, Tara finds herself at odds. She must investigate Brett, her old flame, whose employer employs such workers. She also has to convince her new romantic partner, Nick, that she doesn’t still carry a torch for Brett. 311 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

6707114 CHERRY CHEESECAKE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Hannah Swensen is as snug as a snuggie. But while Main Street is shut down, rented for the week by a movie crew, the murder. 293 pages. Berkeley. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

SOLD OUT

3457087 DEATH WITH A DARK RED ROSE. By Julia Buckley. Bride to be Lena graduates west of the Canadian border and heads to her new life in Canada. But Sam West, but when one of her closest friends disappears, she’ll have to untangle a tricky mystery before she can tie the knot. 293 pages. Berkeley.

3515234 TOUCH KEEP A SECRET. By Donna Andrews. Meg agreed to take care of the owner of her friend’s, the Rev. Robyn Smith. But after finding the body of an elderly parishioner at the church, Meg is thrust into the investigation. How it’s up to her to find the motive, and a long-lost family tree that seems to involve the toucan itself. 304 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/827
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3707210 KILLER KNOTS. By Nancy J. Cohen. Maria Shore is looking for a convenient cruise with her fiancé Dylan. But she's on a high-alert, searching for the true note's recipient before the cruise goes down in the drain. Maria doesn't find the culprit fast, this spunky stylist may even end up with her hair on the Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

★ 3767205 LAST PEN STANDING. By Vivian Conroy. Enlisting the help of her Paper Posse from her stationery shop, and Spud her canine sidekick, Athena begins the investigation of the murder of a hotel guest at the Creavity and Cardstock workshop. But with many high-powered suspects on the line, Delta social realizes her threats come with deadly consequences. 278 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

2852525 MANGROVE LIGHTNING. By Randy Wayne White. Doc Ford doesn't believe in curses, but after his companion begins to investigate the claims of a curse, he's captured in the plot of the old local mountains—for the benefit of the writing group Cat's hosting at her Colorado B&B. But instead of finding plant and animal life they discover a dead body. Could this mystery before the killer takes a hike. 279 pages. Kensington. Paperback. $3.95

★ 3836513 MULBERRY MISCHIEF. By Sharon Farrow. With the Harvest Health Fair in full swing, Marlee Jacob, proprietor of The Berry Basket, makes sure living in New Ararat on elderberry products for cold and flu season. Berry Basket, makes sure to stock up on elderberry products for cold and flu season. Marlee learns that her childhood frenemy, Ashley, is missing late. 345 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 3834552 CURSED FOR DEATH IN BURGUNDY. By Susan C. Shea. When Katherine Golf stumbles across a dead body in the local museum of Reigny-sur-Canne, during a visit with some American tourists, she's caught up in a gastronomic and espionage. The second installment in the French countryside murder mystery series. 278 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

★ 3835443 FLOUR IN THE ATTIC. By Winnie Archer. As Yeast of Eden bakery owner Ivy Culpepper gets to working her mentor, Olaya Solis, with the catering for Marisol's funeral, she also teams up with her partners in detection. It seems unlikely there's even a grain of truth to the theory that Marisol accidentally drowned, and because they want to prevent someone from getting away with murder—there's no time for Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 3826711 MURDER WITH CHEESE TOP. By Cynthia Baxter. Kate McKay should be thrilled about opening Lickety Splits Ice Cream Shoppe, but her spirits melt when she learns that her childhood frenemy, Ashley, is selling ice cream in the bakery across the street. But when Ashley turns up dead, Kate is the number one suspect, and she'll need to join forces with her former flame to get the cheese on her fast. 240 pages. Kensington. Hardcover. Pub. at $7.99 *5.95

3796668 ANTIQUES SWAP. By Barbara Allan. While Bandy and her mom Vivian are the pilot for their TV show, they become unwitting players in a deadly small town soap opera. With their sleuthing shih tzu Sushi, they must trap a remorseless killer—before he casts them as his next victims. 292 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

373152X A PLAYDATE WITH DEATH. By Ayleet Waldman. In between planning playdates and playing dress-up, 3-year-old Delaney is out on an outing into the local mountains—for the benefit of the writing group Cat's hosting at her Colorado B&B. But instead of finding plant and animal life they discover a dead body. Could this mystery before the killer takes a hike. 279 pages. Kensington. Paperback. $3.95

★ 3836973 A DISTANT VIEW OF EVERYTHING. By Alexander McCall Smith. After hearing rumors of the surgeons motives to Bead Shandon fears the match she set up between her wealthy friend and him may have been a bad mistake. At the request of Bea, Isabel Dhalhouse does some inquiring that takes an unexpected turn, and she begins to ask herself whom exactly should she be investigating. 240 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

2976773 SCRAPBOOK OF SECRETS. By Mollie Cox Bryan. Having traded in her career as an investigative journalist for a stay at home mom, Annie finds solace in a local “crop circle” of scrapbookers and when the quiet idyll of their small town is shattered by a young mother’s suicide, the group bands together to find out what went wrong. 293 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★ 3836640 TILLING THE TRUTH. By Julia Crest. It’s August in Gooseberry, Massachusetts, and afterują’s friend Janey and her youthful senior pals show no sign of slowing down during the lazy days of summer. But when murder mows up a pesky local, Lily Janey and her group winch up to see if a Garden Squad member could be nurturing a deadly second act. 298 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 3842835 FINAL EDITION/UNION JACK. By Val McDermid. Novels. In Final Edition, Lindsay Gordon as she investigates the vicious murder of a cellularist who is found garnished with her own cellphone. In Union Jack, Lindsay and Leslie using her investigative expertise when her former lover is accused of murder. 480 pages. Grove. Publisher. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

★ 3842916 REPORT FOR MURDER/COMMON MURDER. By Val McDermid. Novels. In Report for Murder we meet self proclaimed “cynical socialist lesbian feminist journalist” Lindsay Gordon as she investigates the vicious murder of a cellularist who is found garnished with her own cellphone. In Union Jack, Lindsay and Leslie using her investigative expertise when her former lover is accused of murder. 480 pages. Grove. Publisher. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

★ 3834898 BOOKED FOR MURDER/HOSTAGE TO MURDER. By Val McDermid. Novels. In Booked for Murder the self proclaimed “cynical socialist lesbian feminist journalist” Lindsay Gordon investigates the murder of a bestselling author. In Hostage to Murder, Lindsay and her new journalist friend, Rory McLaren, embark on a dangerous snatch back mission that requires them to push themselves to their absolute limits. 480 pages. Grove. Publisher. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

★ 3768541 TIDE AND PUNISHMENT. By Bree Baker. It’s Christmastime in Charm, North Carolina, and while Everly Swan would prefer to focus on decorating her iced tea shop for its first holiday season, Great Aunt Fran has decided to run for mayor against her longtime nemesis. When the other candidate turns up dead, all eyes turn to Everly, and Fran knows she didn’t do it. Now she must find the true killer before it’s too late. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

2979729 EXPIRATION DATE. By Devon Delaney. Sherry Frazzelle is living single life to the fullest. Her new passion is competitive cooking. Sherry’s latest competition is sure to be heated, and as the dish will away the judges, it seems someone’s decided to slay one of the judges. Now she’ll have to find out who turned this food fight fatal. 332 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★ 3886417 MRS. MOHR GOES MISSING. By Maryla Szymicaiowa, Creacow, 1893, Zofia Turbotynska–professor’s wife and socialite—bored at home. Then when one of the most respected residents is found dead, Zofia finds a calling: solving crimes. With her husband blissfully unaware, Zofia remakes herself into Cracow’s greatest amateur detective. 349 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★ 3692957 BENTWITCHED AND Betrothed. By Juliet Blackwell. When Lily Ivory stumbles upon the uniform of a former prisoner from Alcatraz, her B & B Inspector Carlos Romero’s cousin is kidnapped, Lily suspects something dangerous has been unleashed on the ghost-ridden island of Alcatraz. She’ll have to sleuth one up and down between responsibilities for her fast-approaching wedding day. 344 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 3839117 A CAST OF VULTURES. By Judith Flanders. Usually clear-headed editor Samantha Clair stumbles through her post book party morning with the hangover to end all hangovers. But before the inebriated has even kicked in, she finds herself entangled in an elaborate saga of missing neighbors, suspected arson, and mysterious death... it’s a hangover of St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95

★ 3826806 LIMITED EDITION—LIMITED QUANTITY 3725558 A KILLER EDITION. By Lorna Barrett. Bookstore owner Tricia Miles, stops by Joyce Wyndam’s romance bookstore for a fly-by bookstore, choosing to distance from the Bake-Off competition, but instead stumbles on to an argument between Joyce and her neighbor Vera. When Vera turns up dead in Joyce’s tea room, it’s up to Joyce the killer, or is the culprit still lurking in town? 306 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

2978180 BOSSA NOVA, BIKINIS, AND BAD ENDS. By Mary McHugh. The tan, tanned, gorgeous Brazilian companion is found dead in her room. As the samba-loving sleuths sift the evidence, they realize that even in Rio, murder can steal the show! 276 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.96

See more titles at erhbc.com/827
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377137 THE NAME OF THE ROSE. By Christine E. Blum. After the crash of a small plane, a package of illegal drugs is found on the plane with Sally’s address on it. Being suspected of drug smuggling is bad enough, but when a mechanic at the airport is found murdered, the plane and its pilot(s) are the prime suspects. 261 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $1.95

★ 375601 CLARETS OF FIRE. By Christine E. Blum. When investigators determine the fatal fire at the pizza eatery was arsonist–before someone gets scorched. 265 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

384055 PLAIN AND PLAGIARISM. By Molly MacRae. Solving the murder of the woman who was suspected of vandalizing the new home of one of the four new owners of Yon Bonnie Books, has turned the owners into an unwelcome discovery in her sister’s wedding cake: a handsome mayor. 350 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

★ 375524 HAUNTED HOUSE MURDER. By Leslie Meier et al. Novels. Tricks and treats keep the Halloween spirit alive in coastal Maine. But this year the haunted house theme is getting carried a little too far in this triolo of Halloween tales that include Haunted House Murder by Leslie Meier, Death by Haunted House by Lee Hollis, and Sold Out by Barbara Ross. 321 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

★ 385349 DEATH IN PROVENCE. By Serena Kent. It’s love at first sight when Penelope Kite sees Le Chant d’Eau, the “Song of Water” stone farmhouse in Provence. But her dreams of an adventurous life there didn’t include a corpse floating in her pool. To find answers, Penelope must carefully navigate between her estate agent, the chief of police, and the devilishly handsome mayor. 350 pages. Harper. Paperbound $12.95

★ 3864561 DEATH IN AVIGNON. By Serena Kent. Reluctantly drawn into a murder investigation in Provence, Penelope Kite discovers that any number of jealous lovers and scheming rivals could be involved. And with dashing art dealers to charm, patissiers to resist, and her own friends under suspicion, she will need to draw upon all her sleuthing talents to uncover the truth. 339 pages. Harper. Paperbound $16.99

387269 DEATH IN PROVENCE. By Serena Kent. It’s love at first sight when Penelope Kite sees Le Chant d’Eau, the “Song of Water” stone farmhouse in Provence. But her dreams of an adventurous life there didn’t include a corpse floating in her pool. To find answers, Penelope must carefully navigate between her estate agent, the chief of police, and the devilishly handsome mayor. 350 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

★ 3735508 THE GOLDEN TRESSES OF THE DEAD. By Alan Bradley. An expert in the chemical nature of poisons, Flavia de Luce exchanges his old friend’s body, sharpening her considerable detection skills to the point where she had little choice but to turn professional. Little does she know that her noblewy was extremely close to home, beginning with an unwelcome discovery in her sister’s wedding cake: a human finger. 327 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

3739597 THE GRAVE’S A FINE AND PRIVATE PLACE. By Alan Bradley. In the wake of an ill-fated wedding, twelve-year-old Flavia de Luce is struggling to fill her empty days. While drifting in a punt down the river, Flavia discovers a body in the water. If anything could ruin Flavia’s mind off sorrow, it is solving a murder. Although this one might lead the young sleuth to an early Delacorte. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

382705 THRICE THE BRINED CAT MURDER. By Alan Bradley. Flavia de Luce discovers a reclusive wood-cutter deceased, hanging upside down on the back of his bedroom door. Though she is energized by the prospect of a new investigation, what awaits is only a challenge. 350 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

382354 AS CHIMNEY SWEEPERS COME TO DUST. By Alan Bradley. Shipped across the pond, Miss Buncott’s female acolytes in Canada, Flavia de Luce has little time to lament her predicament when a charred and mummified body tumbles out of the bedroom chimney. For this budding chemist and sleuth, duty calls. 423 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

382716 SPEAKING FROM AMONG THE BONES. By Alan Bradley. Eleven year old amateur detective and ardent chemist Flavia de Luce is used to digging up clues. What she is not accustomed to is digging up bodies, but as the English harlequin of Bishop’s Lacey is preparing to open the tomb of their patron saint, they are not prepared to find the body in the church organ in it’s place. The irrepressible Flavia investigates. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

69536X THRICE THE BRINED CAT MATH MEW’d. By Alan Bradley. Ejected from Miss Buncott’s Female Acolytes, and left Flavia de Luce returns to England, where she learns that her father has fallen ill. As he rests, Flavia is sent by the vicar’s wife to bring a message to a reclusive wood-carver. But upon her return, she finds him hanging upside down with his cat the only witness. 331 pages. Delacote. $4.95

★ 3830957 MANUSCRIPT FOR MURDER. MURDER, She Wrote. By J. Fletcher & I. Lofton. Daphne, with “the one that got away,” her excitement is positive she can use her detective skills to find out who murdered a local. (It’s the 12th in the series) 363 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 $11.95

264267X HOMeward BOUND. By Rita Mae Brown. As winter deepens over the small Oregon town, she’s built a life with her new home of one of the four new owners of Yon Bonnie Books, has turned the owners into an unwelcome discovery in her sister’s wedding cake: a handsome mayor. 350 pages. Harper. Paperbound $12.95

★ 2904357 THE DIVA COOKS UP A STORM. By Kristome. A household that was a busybody with a blackmail list longer than a snowstorm can not be halted. 423 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 $19.95

★ 2900929 A JUSTIFIED KILLING. By J.C. Eaton. Terrified she’s been targeted by assassins, Harriet begs her daughter Sophie to find out what her father discovered, everyone in Lachian, Florida, is shocked. The sweet little old woman has been shot, stabbed and poisoned, but no one can imagine Neil would do anything to harm their manager is found dead, killed with the music to a song she was a busybody with a blackmail list longer than a cathedral ceiling. When Dana herself becomes a suspect, she’ll have to chase down the culprit before someone else eats her last meal. 306 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $3.95

★ 3733297 A CURIOus KILLING. By Mary Ellen Hughes. Calise is looking for her first assignment for an investigative magazine. But her excitement dims considerably when she learns that her ex-boyfriend, Hank, will be performing with one of the bands. When the band’s manager is found dead with a box of records in his hand, a fan of Calise’s shop–she gets involved in order to uncover the truth. 327 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

3851600 THE CLINICHER. By Lisa Preston. Young doctor Dana is 28 years old, and she’s the one who was suspected of vandalizing the new home of one of the four new owners of Yon Bonnie Books, has turned the owners into an unwelcome discovery in her sister’s wedding cake: a handsome mayor. 350 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $11.95

★ 6985963 CHAINED. By Eileen Brady. With few clues available to the forensic team, the grieving family of the murdered “Golden Boy” Flynn Keegan, begs veterinarian Dr. Kate Turner to investigate. Anthropologist Jeremy Engels, who returns like a Ukrainian Jones from an African dig, Kite discovers that any number of jealous lovers and scheming rivals could be involved. And with dashing art dealers to charm, patissiers to resist, and her own friends under suspicion, she will need to draw upon all her sleuthing talents to uncover the truth. 339 pages. Harper. Paperbound $16.99

★ 38279565 THE GHOST ON THE CASE. By Carolyn Hart. Bailey Ruth Raeburn finds herself comforting a distraught sister after a young woman is found dead in her garden, Zennia and Dana search for the truth. 307 pages. Berkley. $11.95

★ 282675S THE GHOST. By Shelby Shepard Gray. Ne Allie has been heartbroken ever since his parents lost their farm in the heart of Amish country, and now the Schwartz family are experiencing a series of accidents. Susanna Schwartz can’t imagine Neil would do anything to harm their farm, but she needs to uncover the truth before someone else is hurt. 247 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $2.95

2977648 MURDER MOST WHOLESOME. By Staci McLaughlin. When Zennia is reunited with “the one that got away,” her excitement is positive she can use her detective skills to find out who murdered a local. (It’s the 12th in the series) 363 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 $11.95

2977583 MARRIAGE IS PURE MURDER. By Staci McLaughlin. Dana Lewis is marrying Jason Forester, a talented reporter and the love of her life. But Dana’s happiness wilts when she finds her ex-boyfriend, Hank, will be performing with one of the bands. When the band’s manager is found dead, killed with the music to a song she was a busybody with a blackmail list longer than a cathedral ceiling. When Dana herself becomes a suspect, she’ll have to chase down the culprit before someone else eats her last meal. 306 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $3.95
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**3834099 BROKEN PROMISE.** By Tara Thomas. Charleston Police Officer Alyssa Adams makes a public plea to the two young women who have been kidnapped by her ex-husband and taken into a cult called Fourth Dimension. He takes the case without hesitation, Charlie and his assistant, Wyrrick, will do anything to destroy this cult and its leader—beside the fact she’s Catholic. 376 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub at $7.99 $3.95

**3868648 OVER THE LINE.** By Kelly Irvin. Against her better judgment, Gabriella turns to her former fiancé, detective Eli Cavazo for help in finding her missing brother. When she receives a call with tragic news that he may be dragging Eli down with her. 336 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub at $15.99 $9.99

**3834794 SECOND SIGHT.** By Sharon Sala. When Charlie Dodge gets a phone call from a frantic woman stating her daughter has been kidnapped by her ex-husband and taken into a cult called the Window. He takes the case and is quickly immersed in a world of secrets and lies begins to unfold. 420 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub at $8.99 $6.95

**3866897 THE WANTED.** By Robert Crais. Single mother Devon Connor hires Eris Cole to find her estranged teenage son Tyson who is flashing cash and she’s afraid he’s dealing drugs. But when Tyson disappears after stealing the wrong thing from the wrong man. He helps the kid. Cole brands in his friend Joe Pike, to even the odds. 399 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub at $9.99 $7.95

**3769143 THE RIGHT SIDE.** By Spencer Quinn. Compelled to find her deceased friend’s missing daughter, Leanne and her inseparable canine companion are drawn into danger as dark and menacing as her last Afghan mission. But this time she has a loyal now traveler protecting her blind side. 323 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub at $16.00 $4.95

**3846229 PARIS BY THE BOOK.** By Liam Callanan. When eccentric novelist Robert Cady abruptly vanishes, he leaves behind his wife, Leah, and their two daughters, hidden in an unexpected plane ticket Paris to Dublin. Hoping to uncover clues and her husband, Leah sets off for France with her girls, 345 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub at $26.00 $9.95

**3825183 WALTZ INTO DARKNESS.** By Cornell Woolrich. Alone, desperate, and inexplicably sick, Louis quickly descends into madness when his new bride disappears with all his wealth. He’s obsessed with finding Julia and bringing her to justice, and simple with seeing her again. And when he finally tracks her down, the real nightmare begins. 342 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub at $15.95 $11.99

**3813893 LITTLE COMFORT.** By Sharon Sala. When treasure hunter Elinor Espy has disappeared from the Suulutag helicopter. Her ex-husband has disappeared too. As debris from the crash is recovered, something appears to be dead. While they were in the air, a lethal new kind of virus surfaced. Now Martin is at the center of the investigation. 357 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub at $26.99 $12.95

---

**3899770 THE SUSPECT.** By Fiona Barton. When two 18 year old girls go missing in Thailand, their families are thrust into the international spotlight—desperate and frantic with worry. Kate Waters always did everything she could to find the story. Can she help thinking of her own son, whom she hasn’t seen in two years, and will find danger is often much nearer to home. 420 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub at $16.00 $11.99

**3833323 DREAMS OF FALLING.** By Karen White. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Nine years ago, a humiliated Larkin Lanier fled Georgetown, S. Carolina, never to go back. But when she finds out that her mother has decided to sell her beloved house, there’s no choice but to return. As she digs for answers, she uncovers secrets, sacrifice and betrayal. 605 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub at $16.95 $9.95

**3866159 FALL FROM GRACE.** By Tim Weaver. 408 pages. Viking. Paperback. Pub at $24.99 $16.00

**3820767 SULFUR SPRINGS.** By William Kent Krueger. 306 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub at $26.00 $9.95


**377371X LITTLE COMFORT.** By Edwin Hill. 343 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Price cut to $1.95


---


**THE STRANGER.** By Albert Camus. This new illustrated graphic novel edition of Camus’ classic work tells the story of an absurdist who commits a senseless crime—and then calmly, and apparently indifferently, sits through his trial and final judgment. Adapts the classic text and art created by shepherd, 88x11¼. Paperback. Pub at $25.95 $5.95

**3874007 COURT OF LIES.** By Gery Spence. Lillian is going on trial for the murder of her wealthy husband before Judge John Murray. The prosecutor, Hawkins Sewell, is consumed by political ambition. He plans to advance his own career by framing Lillian for first-degree murder and by railroading the judge into prison, 494 pages. FSG. Hardcover. Pub at $29.95 $17.95

**3811312 MIRACLE CREEK.** By Angie Kim. 355 pages. FSG. Paperback. Pub at $27.00 $4.95


**3806150 CORRUPTED.** By Lisa Scottoline. 424 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub at $27.99 $6.95

---

**3739406 DEAD ON ARRIVAL.** By Matt Cusson. An airplane touches down at a desolate airport in a remote Colorado ski town. Shortly after landing, Dr. Lyle Martin, a world-class infectious disease specialist, is gruesomely awakened to the truth in the passenger list. Someone is dead, to be released on the train. A combination of fact and fiction. 416 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub at $26.99 $12.95

**3877590 THE DROP.** By Michael Connelly. DNA from a 1969 murder matches that of a 29 year old stranger who is a 6 year old boy killer, or has something gone wrong in the New Region Crime Lab? When a new case comes up, Bosch makes two thrilling discoveries, a serial killer, and something that happens in the police department itself. 432 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub at $16.99 $4.95

---

**SOLD OUT**

**LTD QUANTITY 3889653 DEATH MATCH.** By Lincoln Child. Everyone looking for the perfect partner, and lawyers Lindsay and Bostic have found them, thanks to hi-tech matchmaker Eden Inc. But when the happy couple’s life together ends in what looks like a brutal murder, Inc. has some explaining to do, and forensic psychologist Christopher Lash is hired to figure out what has happened. Anchor. Paperback. Pub at $23.99 $9.95

**LTD QUANTITY 3863175 RED SWAN.** By F. T. Deuterman. Retired CIA officer, Preston Allender, is called in to investigate the mysterious death of Henry Wallace, a behind the scenes operator at the CIA. Allender soon makes a shocking discovery that will upend the entire world of intelligence and espionage. Now Allender must move quickly, 294 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub at $21.99 $10.99

**3864072 ACCIDENTAL HEROES.** By Danielle Steel. A decorated former Air Force pilot. A pregnant flight attendant. A determined woman with a father’s collection and a folk them, and many others, converge in this gripping thriller that engages ordinary men and women in the fight of their lives during a flight from New York to San Francisco. 255 pages. Delacorte. Pub at $28.99 $6.95

---

**LTD QUANTITY 3863786 THE NEXT TO DIE.** By Sophie Hannah. A psychopath the police have dubbed “Billy Dead Mate” is targetting pairs of best friends, killing them one by one, and the victims all received a small white book, blank except for two lines of text. Though law enforcement has Billy’s DNA, they haven’t been able to identify him. 392 pages. Broadway. Paperback. Pub at $26.99 $9.95

**3769151 THE RISING SEA.** By C. Suster & G. Brown. An alarming rise in the world’s sea levels sends Kurt Austin, Joe Zavala, and the rest of the NUMA scientific team rocketing around the globe in search of answers. The NUMA team must track their enemies from the high-tech streets of Tokyo to a secret island stronghold in the Pacific. 406 pages, 0188. Paperback. Pub at $29.95 $9.95

**SOLD OUT**

**3846911 THE ICE TWIN.** By S.K. Tremayne. A year after one of their identical twin daughters, Lydia, dies in an accident, Angie and Sarah move to a tiny Scottish island hoping to put together the pieces of the mystery. But when their surviving daughter Kristie claims they have mistaken her identity, she she is in fact Lydia, their world comes crashing down again. 358 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub at $28.99 $11.99

**3815722 A RELIABLE WIFE.** By Robert Gottlieb. He placed a notice in a Chicago paper for a reliable wife. She responded, saying that she was “A simple, honest woman.” She was, of course, anything but honest, and the only simple thing about her was her single-minded determination to marry this man—and then keep him—leaving her a wealthy widow. But he had plans of his own. 291 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub at $26.99 $10.99

---

**LTD QUANTITY 3879704 ALL DAY AND A NIGHT.** By Alafair Burke. When a New York City psychotherapist is murdered by an assassin with the same chilling signature used twenty years earlier by serial killer Anthony Armstrong, she has an even hotter case on her hands. 291 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub at $24.99 $9.95

---
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3642476 **THE SILENT CORNER.** By Dean Koontz. "Very much need to believe." These are the promised words of a young woman who laments to Michael, who they live for, but took her own life. And he's not alone: people of talent, accomplishment, and sound mind are committing suicide in surprising numbers. After losing his fiancée and falling in love with a woman who demands answers—and quickly finds herself the most wanted fugitive in America. 452 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3983728 **DARK FALL.** By David Koenig. Winter is coming to the city. They found four corpses in four days. The cops thought they were dealing with a psychopath, but soon they heard eerie sounds in the ventilation system. Did she unearthly silver eyes in the snow-slashed night? 356 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

3814211 **BLAME.** By Jeff Abbott. Two years ago, Jane Norton crashed her car on a lonely road, killing her friend David and leaving her with amnesia. At first, everyone was sympathetic. Then they found Jane's note, suggesting it wasn't an accident. 399 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99.

3814163 **THE BAD MOTHER.** By Amanda Brooke. A good mother doesn’t forget things. A good mother isn’t a danger to her baby. You want a goddess who had everything to not. You’re the bad mother you were destined to become—at least that’s what he wants you to think. 406 pages. Harper. Paperbound.

3876764 **THE WIDOW.** By Tara Burton. Now her husband is dead, and there’s no reason for Jean to stay quiet. There are people who want her to hear her story. They want to know what it was like living with the man suspected of his crime. She can’t reveal her secrets. There are always in a marriage. The truth, that’s all anyone wants. 344 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3860787 **REVELATIONS OF THE RUBY CRYSTAL.** By Barbara Hand Clow. A beautiful young Catholic graduate student from Boston, studying at the Vatican College in Turin, Italy, has a ring with a ruby crystal—the third eye of an ancient Buddha statue, igniting her visionary abilities. 451 pages. Bear & Company. Pub. at $27.50. AVAILABLE FROM THE CONVENT.

3866645 **HIGH WHITE SUN.** By J. Todd Scott. As the new law in Big Bend County, Sheriff Chris Cherry is struggling to remake his department. When Chris and his team investigate a kidnapping case in a local river town, they’re drawn into a twenty year vendetta that began with a murdered Texas Ranger, and that will end with fire, blood, and bullets. 466 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.00.

3846288 **RISE THE DARK.** By Michael Koryta. The man investigator Markus Novak believes killed his wife is out of prison. He draws Markus to the scene where his wife was shot to death. In Redfield, Missouri, Adam, a young man abucted by this man, drawing them all together is a messianic villain who understands American life starts to fall apart when her past and present begin to collide. 336 pages. Riverhead. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

3875148 **HOW IT HAPPENED.** By Michael Koryta. The FBI dispatches Rob Barrett, an FBI interrogation specialist to a small Maine town to investigate two brutal murders. Married, a social worker picks them up, and although according to protocol, she should drop off is a man named Daniel who+

3776700 **PAPER GHOSTS.** By Julia Hepberlin. A young woman who has been waiting half her life, since she was twelve years old, for this moment. She has planned. Researched, trained. Imagined every scenario. But it’s got nothing to do with the man who kidnapped and murdered her sister and others in a series of serial killings sits in the passenger seat beside her. 349 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $26.00.

3819116 **THE ARMAGEDDON FILE.** By H. Franklin. As she escapes the Nazis for America. As her sister becomes a global symbol of hope and bravery. By the time construction begins American life starts to fall apart when her past and present begin to collide. 336 pages. Riverhead. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

3884554 **I AM WATCHING.** By Emma Kavanagh. "I want to live in Texas." Kate has worked with children on the street for years and was known to schoolgirl Isla Bell, out on an early morning run along Hadrian’s Wall in Brigantion. Twenty years later, she’s a professor of criminal psychology, wrestling with the question of a man who haunts her. In fact, the death of McGowan kills those people. It’s time to get the real answers. 390 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

3899639 **A CLOSER THAN YOU KNOW.** By Brad Parks. "Melissa’s life is turned upside down when her young son, Alex, is removed from childcare by Social Services. Arriving home she finds her home raided by state agents who have found enough to prove Sandie to Melissa. She now must risk everything to prove her innocence, if she can’t, she’ll lose Alex once and for all."

3846001 **THE NIGHT VISITORS.** By Carol Goodman. Alice gets her chance in a middle of a snowstorm in Delphi, New York. She is feeling an uneasy relationship with her ten year old son Oren. Mattle, a social worker picks them up, and although according to protocol, she should drop them off is a man named Daniel who...

3876667 **A STRANGER ON THE BEACH.** By Michelle Campbell. As Caroline’s marriage and lifestyle begin to collapse, she turns to Aidan, a stranger for comfort and revenge. After bringing nothing to Caroline’s door, she’s everything to him, Aidan’s infatuation with Caroline and her family becomes more and more drastic. 341 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99.

3815959 **PULSE.** By Michael Koryta. In Redfield, Missouri, Adam, a young man ab ducted by this man, drawing them all together is a messianic villain who understands American life starts to fall apart when her past and present begin to collide. 336 pages. Riverhead. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

3839176 **DRIVING HEAT.** By Richard Castle. "The NYPD’s top homicide detective, has been appointed to coach just in time to face a thrilling case with a very personal twist. Christie Dene, the character is murdered. The fance, reporter Jameson Rook, becomes a distraction at best, and an obstacle at worst, as their parallel lives collide. 329 pages. Kingswell. Pub. at $26.99.

3878567 **HIGH WHITE SUN.** By J. Todd Scott. As the new law in Big Bend County, Sheriff Chris Cherry is struggling to remake his department. When Chris and his team investigate a kidnapping case in a local river town, they’re drawn into a twenty year vendetta that began with a murdered Texas Ranger, and that will end with fire, blood, and bullets. 466 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.00.

3842532 **THE REAL MICHAEL SWANN.** By Bryan Reardon. On a late summer day, Julia is on the phone with her husband Michael, when the call abruptly goes dead. Then the news rolls in: A bomb has gone off in Perri Station, where Michael was working. And New York City is in a state of chaos. A frantic Julia races to the city to look for Michael.

2913557 **THE SILENT CORNER.** By Dean Koontz. "Very much need to believe." These are the promised words of a young woman who laments to Michael, who they live for, but took her own life. And he’s not alone: people of talent, accomplishment, and sound mind are committing suicide in surprising numbers. After losing his fiancée and falling in love with a woman who demands answers—and quickly finds herself the most wanted fugitive in America. 452 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00.

3866651 **THE HOUSE SWAP.** By Rebecca Ferguson. Caroline is really Margot Frank, older sister of Anne, who did not die in Bergen-Belsen, but who escaped the Nazis for America. As her sister becomes a global symbol of hope and bravery. By the time construction begins American life starts to fall apart when her past and present begin to collide. 336 pages. Riverhead. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

3846001 **THE NIGHT VISITORS.** By Carol Goodman. Alice gets her chance in a middle of a snowstorm in Delphi, New York. She is feeling an uneasy relationship with her ten year old son Oren. Mattle, a social worker picks them up, and although according to protocol, she should drop off is a man named Daniel who+
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Thrillers

3872254 LIKE LIONS. By Brian Panofich. He tries to juggle fatherhood, his job as sheriff, and his recovery from being shot in the confrontation that killed his two criminally inclined brothers. Clayton Burchoffs is doing all he can to put his past behind him. But does the line between his life in law enforcement and his criminal family, finally has to make a

3877558 DAY OF THE DEAD. By Nicci French & sink Reynolds. John Kim was sucked into the orbit of Dean Reeve, a killer able to impersonate almost anyone and a psychopath obsessed with her. Driven to isolation by Reeve's terror, John emerges from hiding to confront her nemesis, and it's a showdown she might not survive. 404 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

3794889 TRANSCRIPTION. By Kate Atkinson. In 1940 England, Juliet is recast into the role of handwriting analyst, monitoring the coming and goings of British Fascist sympathizers. Ten years later, now a radio producer at the BBC, Juliet is uniquely equipped by figures from her past--and a bill of reckoning is due. 343 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

2911076 QUARRY'S VOTE. By Max Allan Collins. Now retired and happily married, Quarry turns down a million-dollar contract to assassinate a senator. It's not the kind of assignment you can just walk away from because--after coming up Quarry has consequences too. 252 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

3788415 VENGEANCE. By Newt Gingrich & Peter Lerew. A terrorist drives an explosive-packed rental truck into Major Brooklyn Grant's Washington, D.C., wedding, intending to detonate a deadly bomb on the happiest day of her life. Saved by a last-minute fluke, Brooke seeks revenge against the master terrorist responsible, with help from a couplin

3883086 NO MORTAL THING. By Gerald Seymour. Marcantonio, one of the new generation in the 'Ndrangheta crime families from Calabria, is in Germany to learn how to channel their illicit millions toward legitimate businesses all over Europe. When Jacob, a kid from a rough part of London witnesses Marcantonio committing a vicious assault, he

3741079 ONE OF US WILL BE DEAD BY MORNING. By David Moody. Fourteen people are trapped in a remote Scottish bar on the middle of the North Sea somewhere between the coasts of the UK and Denmark. A horrific discovery changes everything, and a trickle of rumors becomes a tsunami of fear. And as the body count quickly starts to rise, the question is inevitably asked: Those people you thought you

3885266 BLOOD SISTERS. By Jane Corry. Three little girls set off to school one sunny morning. Within an hour, one of them is dead. Fifteen years later, Kitty can't speak and has no memory of the accident that's to blame. Art teacher Alison looks fine on the surface but the surface is a lie. Meanwhile, Medusa and her friends are determined to destroy their family and everything they have built. 279 pages. $5.95

3885621 FIELD OF VALOR. By Matthew Betley. When a deadly global conspiracy comes to light, the president of the United States requests former Marine Logan West to form a covert task force with the mission to dismantle a nameless enemy. 388 pages. Emily Bestler Books. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

3929870 THE ESCAPE ARTIST. By Brad Meltzer. Nola's body was found on a plane that mysteriously fell from the sky as if it left a secret military base in the Alaskan wilderness. Her commanding officer verifies she's dead. The U.S. government confirms it. But Jim "Zig" Zigarowski has just found out the truth. Nola is still alive--and on the run. 491 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3877907 THE ESCAPE ARTIST. By Brad Meltzer. Nola's body was found on a plane that mysteriously fell from the sky as if it left a secret military base in the Alaskan wilderness. Her commanding officer verifies she's dead. The U.S. government confirms it. But Jim "Zig" Zigarowski has just found out the truth. Nola is still alive--and on the run. 423 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

3816737 THE SILHOUETTE GIRL. By V.C. Andrews. Pru Dunning has everything she's ever wanted: a successful boyfriend, a thriving nursing career, and a truly comfortable life. But then the strange voice mails start, left by a woman named Susan. Plagued by nightmares of a man who has a personal interest in her murder case, she can keep her stalker and the things her stalker

3883092 FORGET YOU KNOW ME. By Jessica Strawser. When a video call between friends captures a shocking incident no one was supposed to see, the secrets and lies between couples and spouses threaten to change their lives forever. 327 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

3874968 MY MOST DANGEROUS PLACE. By James Grippando. Jack Swiftkey agrees to represent Isabelle Bornelli, the wife of an old friend. She's been accused of conspiring to kill the man who raped her in college. This twisty thriller explores the fine lines between perception and reality, innocence and guilt, and cold-blooded revenge and rightful retribution.

3928272 UNQUIET GHOSTS. By Glenn Mike. By all rights, Kathy and her husband and children should have been killed in a plane crash. Now, new evidence reveals that they didn't die, that her husband deliberately vanished, and that he knows the secret that will guarantee his forces will stop at nothing to keep hidden. 414 pages. Howard. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

3815641 THE PERFECT LIAR. By Thomas Christopher Greene. Susannah, a young widow and single mother, has remarried well to Max, a charismatic artist and popular motivational speaker whose career took her out of New York City to a Vermont university town. But both Susannah and Max are keeping secrets from the world and from each other--secrets that could destroy their family and everything they have together.

3939401 THE ESCAPE ARTIST. By Brad Meltzer. Nola's body was found on a plane that mysteriously fell from the sky as if it left a secret military base in the Alaskan wilderness. Her commanding officer verifies she's dead. The U.S. government confirms it. But Jim "Zig" Zigarowski has just found out the truth. Nola is still alive--and on the run. 491 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3941133 THE WALLS. By Hottie Overton. Working on death row and raising her son as a single mother, Kristy Tucker meets and falls in love with Lance Dobson, at last she can imagine a better future. But after the wedding, her life becomes one of constant terror. Slowly, Kristy must decide how far she will go to save herself and her son. 420 pages. Redhook. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3817768 HALF MOON BAY. By Alice Caplan. Jane loses everything after her daughter is killed in a senseless car accident. Devastated, she moves to the tiny seaside town of Half Moon Bay. There she tries to cobble together some version of a new life. But when little girls start disappearing from the community, Jane realizes her neighbors are not who she's been led to believe. 250 pages. Pocket. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

3877523 CITY OF WINDOWS. By Robert Poit. Lucas Page is reluctant to engage again with an unknown agenda and top-notch sniper skills. To identify this ruthless killer, Page must discover what hidden past connects the victims before he loses all that is dear to him. 330 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

3817644 FORGET YOU KNOW ME. By Jessica Strawser. When a video call between friends captures a shocking incident no one was supposed to see, the secrets and lies between couples and spouses threaten to change their lives forever. 327 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

3805666 THE WALLS. By Hottie Overton. Working on death row and raising her son as a single mother, Kristy Tucker meets and falls in love with Lance Dobson, at last she can imagine a better future. But after the wedding, her life becomes one of constant terror. Slowly, Kristy must decide how far she will go to save herself and her son. 420 pages. Redhook. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3817773 THE PERFECT LIAR. By Thomas Christopher Greene. Susannah, a young widow and single mother, has remarried well to Max, a charismatic artist and popular motivational speaker whose career took her out of New York City to a Vermont university town. But both Susannah and Max are keeping secrets from the world and from each other--secrets that could destroy their family and everything they have together.

3886521 FIELD OF VALOR. By Matthew Betley. When a deadly global conspiracy comes to light, the president of the United States requests former Marine Logan West to form a covert task force with the mission to dismantle a nameless enemy. 388 pages. Emily Bestler Books. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

3842398 THE WALLS. By Hottie Overton. Working on death row and raising her son as a single mother, Kristy Tucker meets and falls in love with Lance Dobson, at last she can imagine a better future. But after the wedding, her life becomes one of constant terror. Slowly, Kristy must decide how far she will go to save herself and her son. 420 pages. Redhook. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3813105 NO MAN'S LAND. By David Baldacci. Past and present collide for Special Agent John Puller when his father, hospitalized with dementia, is accused of killing Puller's mother, who disappeared 30 years ago. Paul Rogers was also present at the time of Puller's mother's disappearance--and after ten years in prison, he's bent on revenge. The only thing standing in his way

2021014 SAVING MEGHAN. By D.J. Palmer. Some would say Becky Gerard is a devoted wife and mother, and would do anything for her only child, her husband, Carl. Becky can't claim she's obsessed with her daughter and fixated on finding a cure for the girl's mysterious health problems. But Becky must race against time to prove her daughter has a deadly disease, while confronting her darkest fears and secrets. 372 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

3878315 THE FALLEN. By David Baldacci. A gunman is going on in Baritonville. The Rust Belt town has seen four bizarre murders in the space of two weeks. Cryptic clues left at the scenes, obscure Bible verses, and a mysterious family secret. 372 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

3878478 WE WERE KILLERS ONCE. By Becky Masterson. Inspired by mysteries that still surround the case explored by Truman Capote's In Cold Blood, this story reveals the shocking truth about the man who has a gotten away with evil for nearly fifty years--and now has his sights on her family. 310 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95
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3840131 RAMPAGE. By Justin Scott. Chris Taggart is a ruthless, driven real estate entrepreneur. His new buildings have changed the skyline of New York. But his dazzling success can never erase the bitter memory of his father’s death at the hands of the mob—and now Taggart sets out to use his wealth and power to destroy those he holds responsible. 428 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95 $5.95

** 3790720 OUT OF THE DARK. By Greg Hurwitz. Evan was taken from a group home at age twelve and raised and trained as part of the Orphan X Program. Evan was a forced early retirement. But the shattering truths he learned about the government’s most covert operations won’t let him rest, and now he’s on the trail of a mysterious volume that when he gets his hands on it, his life won’t be worth a dime. 368 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3852393 TRUST BUT VERIFY. By Kama Small Bodman. Samantha Reid, the brilliant Director of the White House Office of Homeland Security, is enjoying a rare evening away from Washington at a Florida charity ball when a bomb sends the well-heeled attendees stampeding into the night. Narrowly saved from the blast, with the help of FBI Agent Brett Keating, she must race the clock against her assassins, 360 pages. Regency. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

3785385 THE THIEF OF ALL LIGHT. By Bernard Schaffer. Rookie cop Carrie Santero arrives home to find his house ransacked, his fiancé vanished. The only witness to this attack is Monk’s wife, who is found beaten and comatose. Monk, Commander Grayson Pierce of Sigma Force can stop it. SHOPWORN. 441 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99 $5.95

2913127 THE SEVENTH PLAGUE. By James Rollins. When Professor McCabe mysteriously dies, Painter Crowe, director of Sigma Force, is brought in to investigate and while searching for answers the Force discovers that they must confront a danger that may unleash a series of cascading plagues, decimating humankind forever. SHOPWORN. 428 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95 $7.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3896773 BLOODLINE. By James Rollins. A Templar knight uncovers a blood pact that has manipulated events throughout history. 468 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99 $5.95

388412X CRUCIBLE. By James Rollins. Out of his best friend and colleague, Monk, Commander Gray Pierce arrives home to find his house ransacked, his pregnant lover missing and Monk’s two young daughters vanished. The only witness to this attack is Monk’s wife, who is found beaten and comatose. Sigma Force now faces its most personal and ominous threat yet. 461 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99 $5.95

383461I TIE YOUR GIRLS. By Lee G. Elliott. The top six students from Oxford are spending an idyllic week together in a French farmhouse. It was supposed to be the perfect summer getaway—until they meet Severine, the girl next door. 294 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

2938786 THE SWITCH. By Joseph Finder. Harvard sophomore Dana Kerner can’t believe her luck when she lands a job in an airport security line, a mistake he doesn’t notice until he arrives home in Boston. Tanner’s curiously gets the better of Dana and he discovers that the senator is a U.S. senator and that the laptop contains top secret files. Suddenly Tanner finds himself a hunted man on the run, and able to trust no one. 344 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

3853683 THE SEPARATISTS. By Lis Wiehl, with S. Stuart. Journalist and newspaperman Erica Sparks is only planning to report on an explosive story—until she gets caught in the middle of it. When she discovers a potential informant has been murdered, she asks one of the key players. 340 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

3834654 HALCYON. By Río Youers. Halcyon is a beautiful island in the middle of Lake Ontario—a self-sustaining community made up of people who want to live without fear, crime, or greed. It seems like a dream come true, a Utopia. But this paradise isn’t what it seems. 376 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

2895307 MARY, MARY. By James Patterson. FBI agent Alex Cross follows the trail of a killer who has e-mailed him copies of the police “Mary Smith,” and who is killing off one Hollywood star after another. 434 pages. Vision. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

SOLD OUT 290988X THE FORC E. By Don Winslow. Denny Malone is a highly decorated and well-respected New York detective. But what few know is that Denny and his partners, have stolen millions. But the jig is up: Malone is caught in a trap and being squeezed by the feds. He’s walking a thin line, and failing to do his job could mean the implosion of his family, his career, or the city itself. 482 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

** 384754X THE BORDER. By Don Winslow. For more than forty years, Art Keller has been on the front lines of America’s longest conflict, the war on drugs. Now elevated to the highest ranks of the DEA, he finds himself at war with the cartels that are more than ever wreaking chaos and suffering in Mexico, and his own government. 720 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3837439 JAR OF HEARTS. By Jennifer Hillier. While everyone thinks they finally know the truth, there are dark secrets buried deep. And what happened the fateful night when Angela Wong was killed is more complex and more chilling than anyone knowing. Now, readers will begin to turn up, killed in the same manner as Angela—just how far will someone go to bury her secrets and hide her grief? 311 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

** 285711I THE SHADOW OF FU-MANCHU. By Karen Robards. Branca St. Ives races to outmaneuver her enemies and, at the same time her father loops her in on a job to recover King Priam’s treasure, a collection of heavily guarded, priceless artifacts stolen by the Russians, and return it to Germany. Impossible? A high-risk heist is all in a day’s work for Branca. 442 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

280722X THE CUBAN AFFAIR. By Nelson DeMille. Charter boat captain Mac agrees to take a wealthy tourist to the Caribbean. The tourist wants to rent his boat for a 10 day fishing tournament in Cuba, to be accompanied by a covert mission and a sizeable paycheck. A stunning double-cross ensues, and after Mac hopes to recover 60 million dollars, her grandmother’s heir and someplace in Cuba. Mac will either walk away rich—or not at all. 433 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

3719472 THE CUBAN AFFAIR. By Nelson DeMille. When Carlos, a hotshot Miami lawyer, approaches Mac, a charter boat captain for a covert mission his interest is piqued. Mac meets Carlos’ clients, a mysterious Cuban tourist, and a beautiful Cuban American named Sara. Their mission is to recover 60 million dollars Sara’s grandfather hid someplace in Cuba. 433 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $6.95

SOLD OUT 6 073694I WORD OF HONOR. By Nelson DeMille. He is a good citizen, a brilliant corporate executive, an honest family man admired by men and desired by women. But a lifetime ago Ben Tyson was a lieutenant in Vietnam. Under his command a murder committed a murderous atrocity that they swore to keep secret. But now Ben’s past is catching up to him. 738 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00 $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/827
**384530X RULES OF ENGAGEMENT.** By D. Bruns & J.R. Olson. Rafiq is one of the most wanted men in the world, a terrorist who’s disappeared into North Korea, where he quietly launches sneak cyber attacks in service of Kim Jong-un. Don Riley, Deputy Cyber Commander, has discovered that not only have the Chinese lost control of their military but the same virus has also infected the American network—the work of Rafiq. 321 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99.

**$5.95**

**3856553 EXHIBIT ALEXANDRIA.** By Natasha Bell. The only one who believes kidnaped wife is still alive, Marc channels his pain into action, embarking on his own journey to find his wife—one that will lead him to discover answers to questions he never meant to ask. 311 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00.

**$4.95**

**3876586 SINS AS SCARLET.** By Nicolas Obregon. Wanting to leave his past behind, Kosuke Iwata sets up shop as a private investigator. When someone from his past comes to him for help, her daughter has been killed, he agrees to take on the case. But the more he uncovers, the more complex this simple act of murder becomes. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99.

**$4.95**

**3836304 KILLER CHOICE.** By Tom Hunt. After years of trying, Gary’s wife Beth is pregnant at last. But she is finally free in the right direction. After collapsing suddenly, Beth’s life is now in danger, and the cost of medical help, unreachable. Then a strange man approaches Gary. He’ll give him the money he needs on one condition: that he kill someone, no questions asked. 344 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00.

**$5.95**

**3828441 COPYCAT.** By Kimberla Lawson Roby. Traci doesn’t mind that her new friend Simone begins to question their friendship. She knows she wants to be Traci, but because she wants to be exactly like Traci. She knows Simone doesn’t mean any harm—until she discovers how far Simone’s obsession has gone. 200 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99.

**$3.95**

**3742342 EXIT STRATEGY.** By Steve Hamilton. Nick Mason has been given a mission: locate the three men who put his wife’s life in danger and kill them. But first he has to find them—they’re ghost prisoners locked down around the clock in Classified locations. He risks everything only to find himself being hunted. 286 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.00.

**$5.95**

**3827062 THE MASKED TRUTH.** By Kelley Armstrong. Riley Vasquez and Max Cross are at a therapy camp when three masked men burst in to take the group hostage. The building has no windows. The exits are sealed. Only Riley and Max know that if they can’t get out, they’ll be the next targets—but they’re about to discover that even escape doesn’t always equal freedom. 340 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99.

**$3.95**

**3741044 NOTHING STAYS BURIED.** By P.J. Tracy. As violence accelerates in Minneapolis, homicide detectives Maggzi Obinyo and his partner third-rate hitman by the name of Trudell, and they enlist Monkeewrench Software, Grace MacBride and her unconventional partner’s firm, to help stop the rampage. 308 pages. Pum. Pub. at $27.00.

**$4.95**

**3777841 SHE’S OUT.** By Lynda La Plante. After serving a lengthy sentence for the murder of her husband, Dolly is free from prison. And she’s only got one thing on her mind: the diamonds she stashed before the police caught her. Dolly has big plans, and she intends to realize them and avoid all those who are after her—the diamonds. 344 pages. Zaffre. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

**$11.95**

**386382X THE ESCAPE ROOM.** By Megan Goldin. In the lucrative world of finance, everyone wants to be a top player. But one of them has the art of the deal and celebrates their success in style. Now these rising stars will discover the price of ambition on an edge. Some are drawn to a lethal game of revenge. 356 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99.

**$5.95**

**3731416 COLD HEARTED.** By Beverly Barton. As Rick Carson investigates the death of Simon Donato, he finds himself tangled up in the string of deaths from which Price’s widow, Jordan Price, has profited handsomely. Rick is convinced that he is dealing with a callous, cunning, unstoppable killer. Jordan claims the innocent, but Rick knows she never lived to regret it. 410 pages. Pinnacle. Pub. at $7.99.

**$5.95**

**3688593 THE ORACLE.** By Clive Cussler & R. Barrett. The search for an ancient scroll that carries a deadly curse, is put on hold when Sam and Remi Fargo travel to Nigeria to deliver supplies to their charitable foundation school. But when Remi and several students are kidnapped, they need all the skills to save the students before they uncover the hidden scroll and lift the deadly curse. 29 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00.

**$21.95**

**387642X MERCY RIVER.** By Glen Erik Hamilton. While helping a fellow veteran escape from a military base, Maxi Armstrong discovers a dangerous labyrinth involving smuggled opiods, ruthless mercenaries, and deadly family secrets that will challenge his notions of justice. 358 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99.

**$4.95**

**3841677 HUNTER KILLER.** By Brad Taylor. Pike Logan and the Taskforce were one of the best teams in the world. But thatdecimated those out to harm the Unites States, but they may have met their match. The Russians are the equal of anything the Taskforce has faced, and they’ve made a mistake in attacking Pike’s team. Now Pike will stop at nothing to protect his family. 29 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.99.

**$21.95**

**3793729 THE LAST SECOND.** By C. Coulter & J.T. Ellison. A private French space agency has used a satellite from an ancient civilization to orbit into halo that harvests a terrifying weapon: a nuclear triggered electromagnetic pulse (EMP), that has the power to wipe out entire countries. When Drummond and Michaela Caine are thrown into the pending disaster to stop the EMP. 447 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.

**$12.95**

**3850455 STOP AT NOTHING.** By Michael Ledwidge. When a Gulfstream jet goes down in the Bahamas carrying a fortune in hard drug money, it is a bold declaration of war against a corrupt legal system, with Eumenides as both judge and jury. Pike Logan and his family secrets that will challenge his notions of justice. 358 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99.

**$4.95**

**3828727 ONCE A PILGRIM.** By James Deegan. John Carr has recently left the SAS, after a long and distinguished career, and is now working for a Russian oligarch in the murky world of private security. But tracked by Dolly’s former partner, he finds himself being hunted. 286 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.00.

**$5.95**

**3776949 THE WHISPERER.** By Karin Fossum. Ragna Riegel is a woman of quiet power, until one day she receives a letter with a threatening message scrawled in capital letters. Now Ragna’s carefully constructed life begins to unravel as she realizes that she is being watched, followed, and in a sense, "whispered" to by someone who wants her harm. 301 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.95.

**$5.95**

**3717585 THE WHISPERER.** By Karin Fossum. Ragna Riegel is a woman of quiet power, until one day she receives a letter with a threatening message scrawled in capital letters. Now Ragna’s carefully constructed life begins to unravel as she realizes that she is being watched, followed, and in a sense, "whispered" to by someone who wants her harm. 301 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.95.

**$5.95**

**3898482 THE WIFE BETWEEN US.** By G. Hendricks & S. Pekkanen. She appears to be a lovestruck woman—bewildered by her replacement—a beautiful younger woman who is about to marry the man they both love. It appears to be your standard love triangle except he’s a world-class thriller about the hidden complexities of marriage and the dangerous truths that love obscures, nothing is what it appears. 418 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.

**$21.95**
389415 TOM CLANCY'S OP-CENTER: Sting of the Wasp. By Jeff Rovin. After an intelligence failure at Op-Center results in a major terrorist attack, director Chase Wasp. 345 pages. Putnam. $16.99. 387352 THE INTRIGUERS. By Donald Hamilton. Secret Agent Matt Helm is on vacation in Mexico with nothing on his mind but Kellerman. Secre...
Causes. However, when a drone is spotted falling in love with a beautiful dissident. 579 pages.

**The Shadow List.** By Todd Weiss. Judd Ryker’s CIA wife, Jessica, is in Russia visiting her family. In the west, the Bear. At the same time, the disappearance of a young American in London has set Ryker into the heart of a corruption scandal in Nigeria. American passport numbers are pulling at the ends of the same sleuth thread. 353 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

**National Security.** By Marc Cameron. They can strike anytime, anywhere. Three Middle Eastern terrorist cells have been exposed, one of them armed with a biological weapon, human time bombs unleashed on American soil. America needs a new kind of weapon to fight this terrorism. Special Agent Jericho Quinn, Quinn works under the radar and answers only to the Director of National Intelligence and the U.S. President himself. 423 pages.


**SOLD OUT**

**The Footprints of God.** By Graham Greene. The government’s top secret supercomputer is an intelligence beyond comprehension, and a nightmare beyond humanity’s worst fears. At the heart of a Galapagos Islands science, Dr. David Tenet, Project Time Travel, has a secret deal for lives and for his life alongside psychiatrist Rachel Weiss— but mankind’s future hangs in the balance. 546 pages. Pocket. Paperback. $4.95

**Agent Runner.** By Simon Conway. Dismissed from MI6 and with his roots in the immigrant enclave of Naples, Mark Daner returns in this story of an enigmatic spy whose service is stashed in the spare bedroom closet. Now he knows how hard it is to negotiate a labyrinth of double-crossing that will lead him to a bewildering showdown. 317 pages. Dellacorte. Pub. at $16.00

**SOLD OUT**

**Exile.** By James Swallow. Race breathlessly from uncharted CIA prisons to the skyscrapers of Dubai, from storm-beaten oil rigs off the African coast to the ancient city beneath the city of the North. Dark, dangerous, and explosive thriller. 444 pages. Forge. Pub. at $29.99 $4.95

**The Other Woman.** By Daniel Silva. Long ago, the KGB inserted a mole into the heart of the West, a mole who stands on the doorstep of ultimate power. Only one man can unravel the conspiracy, Gabriel Allon. However, when he does, the mole who serves as the chief of Israel’s secret intelligence service. Now he and the Russians will engage in a final epic showdown. 476 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

**Midnight Bell.** By Jack Higgins. In Ireland, a son swears revenge on a drug dealer’s mother. In London, Sean Dillon and his colleagues receive a warning from al-Qaeda. In Washington, D.C. a CIA director puts his anti-terrorist plan in motion. A high-stakes brinksmanship game. When the ripples from these events converge, havoc will ensue. 310 pages.

**SOLD OUT**

**Man of War.** By Sean Parnell. When Eric Steele, an elite clandestine operative assigned to a unit known as “the Program,” is assigned to Beirut, a CIA convoy is attacked and a nuclear weapon is stolen by the enraged Hezbollah. Steele, none of this was by chance. It’s soon revealed that the perpetrator is a shadowy figure from Steel’s past, who will stop at nothing to seek his revenge. 356 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

**Robert Ludlum’s The Bourne Initiative.** By Eric Van Lustbader. General MacQueenie, head of a top secret department of the NSA, is convinced of John Bourne’s treachery and will do everything in his power to kill him. Flushed from cover, hunted by the best assassins in the business, wounded and nearly killed, Bourne has only one hope, he must join forces with his deadliest enemies. 392 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95

**Dark Zone: Tom Clancy’s Op-Center.** By J. Rovin & G. Galdorisi. Director Chase Williams and his team have been following the NATO allies, and Russia rapidly deploy forces in a dangerous game of brinkmanship. Using cutting-edge techniques of cyber warfare and spycraft, Op-Center must get to the rapidly unfolding crisis before the US is forced to take sides. 342 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

**SOLD OUT**

**The Reasoning Section.** By Mark Burnett. Stephanie Patrick is devastated after her father’s death in a plane crash. But when she discovers that the downfall of flight NEO27 wasn’t an accident but an act of terrorism, Stephanie enters the fight of her life to achieve her one goal: revenge. 597 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

**Gorky Park.** By Martin Cruz Smith. In Moscow three corpses are found frozen in the snow with their tongues cut out. Thirty years after the crimes, the victims and uncover the truth, chief homicide investigator Arkady Renko, must battle the KGB, the FBI, and the NYFD as he pursues a rich, ruthless, and beautiful wife. The memoirs of a man who fell in love with a beautiful dissident. 579 pages.

**SOLD OUT**

**Killing Eve: No Tomorrow.** By Luke Jennings. Former MI6 operative Eve reveals a new side to her strengths, while coming even closer to a dual with skilled assassin Villanelle. The action moves from Europe to Russia, and to a shattering face to face confrontation, Eve finally unearths the enigmatic Villanelle, and learns her identity and intentions. 252 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

**SOLD OUT**

**Killing Eve: Codename Villanelle.** By Luke Jennings. Villanelle, a skilled assassin, eliminates an influential Russian politician. Eve Polastri is tapped by the Secret Intelligence Service to find and capture or kill the assassin responsible. As Villanelle meets each other around the world, they end with a final confrontation from which neither will emerge unscathed. 219 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**Codename Villanelle.** By Luke Jennings. Villanelle, a skilled assassin, eliminates an influential Russian politician. Eve Polastri is tapped by the Secret Intelligence Service to find and capture or kill the assassin responsible. As Villanelle meets each other around the world, they end with a final confrontation from which neither will emerge unscathed. 219 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**SOLD OUT**

**The English Assassin.** By Markku Kanerva. When a dozen Russian assassins are spotted hovering over the scene of the German vice chancellor’s murder, the Covert Eyes team is tasked to investigate. 577 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**SOLD OUT**

**The Sixth Day.** By Catherine Coulter & J.T. Ellison. When several major political figures drop dead without explanation, officials declare their deaths were due to natural causes. However, when a drone is spotted falling in love with a beautiful dissident. 579 pages.

**SOLD OUT**

**The Midnight Bell.** By Jack Higgins. In Ireland, a son swears revenge on a drug dealer’s mother. In London, Sean Dillon and his colleagues receive a warning from al-Qaeda. In Washington, D.C. a CIA director puts his anti-terrorist plan in motion. A high-stakes brinksmanship game. When the ripples from these events converge, havoc will ensue. 310 pages.
adversary, save the boys, and prove his innocence before it’s too late. The lone survivor, is ordered to track down the assassins and rescue the hands of Odessa, and Special Agent James Cronley Jr. is tasked to find it. 387 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00


Limited Quantity 3893194  The Death of Nuremberg, by E.W. Griffin & W.E. Butterworth. Special Agent James Cronley Jr. finds himself fighting wars on all sides when he’s assigned to protect the U.S. chief prosecutor in the Nuremberg War Trials, and to dismantle the infamous “Odenwald” organization dedicated to help Nazi war crimes escape to South America. 436 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00

LIMITED QUANTITY 3893401  Agent in Place, by Mark Greaney. Fresh off his first mission back with the CIA, Court Gentry ensures what seems like a cut and dried contract job: a group of ex-pats in Paris hires him to kidnap the mistress of a famous Syrian dictator Ahmed Azzam to get intel that could tip the scales in America’s war on terror. And just who is the “Nemesis”? 507 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.99

Limited Quantity 3893417  The Defender, by Matthew Dunn. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Will Cochrane wakes up with a murdered woman in his bathtub. He has no memory of the night before, but he’s sure he’s being framed. Will is on his way to visit the sister of a killed colleague but the family had already been attacked. With local police, the FBI, the clever and ruthless operative must track down his adversary, save the boy, and prove his innocence before it’s too late. 415 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99

Limited Quantity 3894228  The Deceivers, by Alex Berenson. LARGE PRINT EDITION. After a devastating terrorist attack in Dallas kills hundreds, former CIA agent John Wells is not surprised to be called back to Washington. He is sure his assignment is not for him to travel to Texas to investigate, but he has another assignment for him. What Wells finds will lead him into the deadliest mission of his life. 596 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

Limited Quantity 3896457  The Deceivers, by Alex Berenson. It was supposed to be a terrorist sting. The guns were supposed to be disabled. The target was the American Airlines Center, the home of the Dallas Mavericks. The FBI told Ahmed that his drug bust would go away if he helped them with the take-down terrorist. He helped them—but the real terrorist was waiting in the wings. 343 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.99

Limited Quantity 3897117  Nemesis, by Catherine Coulter. A trio of crises plunge Special Agent Lacey Sherlock, Dillon Savich, and Agent Griffin Hammersmith into a whirlwind of perilous danger. Who is really behind the bombing? The AG’s crafted a plot against St. Patrick’s Cathedral? Or is the lone scrappy quantum detective who walked off after his refusals? 353 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.99

Limited Quantity 3898472  Sherlock Holmes, by Matthew Goodwin. INCLUDES ILLUSTRATIONS. A collection of brand-new novellas. Marvel as the master detective scours London’s sewers to expose the killer of a mudlark, attends a deadly seance that may prove a man’s guilt; visits a dark carnival with an unusual menu; and settles an old score. 511 pages. Titan. Pub. at $14.95

Limited Quantity 3899435  Sherlock Holmes vs. Cthulhu: The Adventure of the Deadly Dimensions, by Lois H. Gresh. A series of grisly murders rocks London. At each location, only a jumble of bones remains of the deceased, along with a bizarre sphere covered in strange signs and symbols. The persons responsible, gaining so much power that even Holmes’s greatest enemy fears them and seeks an unholy alliance. 437 pages. Titan. Pub. at $14.95

Limited Quantity 3899572  Sherlock Holmes: The Mysterious World of Sherlock Holmes, by Bruce Alexander. An extraordinary collection of b rand-new novels, short stories, novellas, and novellas. Four intriguing mysteries solved by the famous English detective Sherlock Holmes, when he traveled to Montana in the late 1800s. His cases involve a murder at an opera house, a theft at a goldmine, threats to the famous English detective, and a murder against a racehorse, and the odd behavior of a miner’s wife. 240 pages. Riverbend. Pub. at $12.95

Limited Quantity 3899655  The Red Tower, by Mark Greaney. James Crain, heir to the estate of Crain Manor, has fallen in with a group of Spiritualists and is determined to prove the existence of the paranormal. Dr. Watson is invited to where a seance is planned. Watson is intrigued by the medium’s sightings of the family ghost, until James’s sister is found dead in a room locked from the inside. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3902693  From Holmes to Sherlock: Tales of the Lone Survivor and Women Who Created an Icon, by Mattias Bostrom. Starting with the full story behind the legendary detective and many of his incarnations, Bostrom then moves to the women who have perpetuated and recast the Sherlockian myth over the decades. He then discusses the actors who became famous for their personification of the modern-day TV interpretation. Elementary. Photos, some color. 257 pages. Mysterious Press. Pub. at $18.00


Limited Quantity 3904092  Cold Fall, by John Gardiner. 313 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

Limited Quantity 3905443  The Wilds of War, by Mark Greaney. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 420 pages. Central Street. Pub. at $26.00


Limited Quantity 3905958  Last Instructions, by Nir Huronzi. 346 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99


Limited Quantity 3911516  Daughter of War, by Brad Taylor. 388 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $27.00


Limited Quantity 3915685  The Murder of Mary Russell, by Laurie R. King. Mary Russell is used to dark secrets—her own, and those of her partner and husband, Sherlock Holmes. But when a man arrives on the doorstep claiming to be the beloved housekeeper’s son, everything changes in a dangerous way. The persons responsible may discover Mrs. Hudson’s secrets, from a time before her crimes were buried. 397 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

Limited Quantity 3916257  The Mysterious World of Sherlock Holmes, by Bruce Alexander. An extraordinary collection of brand-new novels, short stories, and novellas. Four intriguing mysteries solved by the famous English detective Sherlock Holmes, when he traveled to Montana in the late 1800s. His cases involve a murder at an opera house, a theft at a goldmine, threats to the famous English detective, and a murder against a racehorse, and the odd behavior of a miner’s wife. 240 pages. Riverbend. Pub. at $12.95

Limited Quantity 3916437  The Whole Art of ECTION: Lost Mysteries of Sherlock Holmes, by M. A. St. John Ainsworth. The best of Faye’s Holmes tales written for the Strand magazine and other publications, plus two new works. These fifteen stories span Holmes’s career, from a small young upstart to landed detective, both before and after his faked death over a Swiss waterfall in 1894. 352 pages. Mysterious Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00


Limited Quantity 3916813  The Murder of Mary Russell, by Laurie R. King. Mary Russell is used to dark secrets—her own, and those of her partner and husband, Sherlock Holmes. But when a man arrives on the doorstep claiming to be the beloved housekeeper’s son, everything changes in a dangerous way. The persons responsible may discover Mrs. Hudson’s secrets, from a time before her crimes were buried. 397 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

Limited Quantity 3916840  The Whole Art of ECTION: Lost Mysteries of Sherlock Holmes, by M. A. St. John Ainsworth. The best of Faye’s Holmes tales written for the Strand magazine and other publications, plus two new works. These fifteen stories span Holmes’s career, from a small young upstart to landed detective, both before and after his faked death over a Swiss waterfall in 1894. 352 pages. Mysterious Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

Limited Quantity 3917458  The Black Tower, by Massimo Carlotto. A team of international detectives, all ex-special forces, are tasked to find a precious artifact at the bottom of the Bosphorus. Holmes, up to the task, is also repairing his relationship with a woman he once loved. 437 pages. Harper. Orig. Pub. at $26.99

Limited Quantity 3917942  The Murder of Mary Russell, by Laurie R. King. Mary Russell is used to dark secrets—her own, and those of her partner and husband, Sherlock Holmes. But when a man arrives on the doorstep claiming to be the beloved housekeeper’s son, everything changes in a dangerous way. The persons responsible may discover Mrs. Hudson’s secrets, from a time before her crimes were buried. 397 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00
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increasingly strange community, she realizes that there may be the scene. As Vera is drawn into the claustrophobic world of this bodies are found, Detective Inspector Vera Stanhope arrives on after two 2906023

THE MOTH CATCHER. By Ruth Rendell. When an unr

remarkable woman is found in the woods near her home, brutally Mundy's reputation could be murdered, but Mrs. Witherspoon is surprised that someone with his own walking stick shortly thereafter. Inspector Mundy is surprised that someone with

decades later, he's dead, and events from the Grassbrook of a series of child murders, and 3844811

THE KNOWLEDGE. By Martha Grimes. London cab driver Robbie Parsons is surprised that someone with the back seat of his classic black taxi is a man with a gun who just minutes ago brazenly committed a crime in front of the Artemis club. Detective Superintendent Richard Jury enlists the help of Melrose Plant and Marshall Trueblood to follow this case all the way to Nairn. 364 pages.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6917525 MRS. JEFFRIES RIGHTS A WRONG. By Emily Brightwell. Thomas Mundy checks in to London's Wreleck Hotel, only to be found bludgeoned to death by his own walking stick shortly thereafter. Inspector Willerspoon is surprised that someone with Mundy's reputation could be murdered, but Mrs. Jeffries and the household staff find something else entirely: a con man with plenty of enemies.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3897052 FROM DOOM WITH DEATH. By Ruth Rendell. When an unremarkable woman is found in the woods near her home, brutally strangled, Inspector Wedord is baffled, until he discovers her dark secrets. 228 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

SOLD OUT LIMITED QUANTITY 2870363 A DAY IN THE DEATH OF DOROTHY CASSIDY. By Ann Cleeves. For vicar's wife Dorothea Cassidy, Thursday was special because it was her day off. But one day in June was to be more special than any other. It was the day that Dorothea was strangled. As Otterbridge prepares for its summer carnival, Inspector Stephen Ramsay must piece together who has wanted her dead. 193 pages. Pan Macmillan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

2006023 THE MOTH CATCHER. By Ann Cleeves. Life seems perfect in the quiet community of Valley Farm. But after two bodies are found, Detective Inspector Vera Stanhope arrives on the scene. As Vera is drawn into the claustrophobic world of this increasingly strange community, she realizes that there may be many deadly secrets trapped there. 388 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3820243 HIDDEN DEPTHS. By Ann Cleeves. On a hot summer's night on the Northumberland coast, Julie arrives home to find her son murdered, laid out in a bath of water, and covered with blood. The staged murder scene has Inspector Vera Stanhope and her team working quickly to find the killer who is making art out of death. 371 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00 $12.99

3851737 WHOSE BODY? By Dorothy Sayers. With the sudden discovery of a naked dead body in a body, the prime academic setting is haunted by a rash of bizarre pranks. Some of the notes left threaten murder, and all are perfectly worked. Harriet is torn between assisting her girl who was last seen leaving his house named, Lord Peter Whimsey discovers the death and the disappearance are related. As clues amass and become stranger and stranger, can Peter be able to solve the mystery? 159 pages. Clydesdale. Paperback. $4.95

3829146 DATE WITH MALICE. By Julia Chapman. When Mrs. Shepherd arrives at the Dales Detective Agency, quite convinced that someone is trying to kill her, Samson O'Brien dismisses her fears as the ramblings of a confused elderly lady. But after a series of disturbing incidents at the retirement home where she lives, she begins to wonder if there is something to her claims. 392 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

3812308 THE KILLING HABIT. By Mark Billingham. D.I. Nicola Tanner is back on the job after the traumatic murder of her partner. While Tanner investigates a homicide connected to the deadly spread of a new synthetic drug, detective Tom Thorne is at a house where he finds a woman and is surprised to see her wonder if there is something to her claims. 417 pages. Atlantic. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

3746306 TREACHERY AT LANCASTER GATE. By Anne Perry. When an explosion in Victorian London kills two policemen and seriously injures more, Commander Thomas Prit's inquiries lead him to a member of the Parliament hoping for a lucrative business deal, a high-ranking police officer with secrets to keep, and an aristocratic opium addict seeking murderous revenge. 288 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95

3863480 THE ROYAL SECRET. By Lucindaecake. When sir John, one of the greatest actors of his generation passes away, he leaves behind not just a heartbroken family, but also a secret so shocking it could rock the English establishment to its core. Reporter Joanna Haslam peels back the veil of lies that has shrouded the secret, and before long someone is on her tracks—and they'll stop at nothing to stop her. 494 pages. Altra. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

3799624 THE ROYAL SECRET. By Lucinda cake. When Sir John, one of the greatest actors of his generation passes away, he leaves behind not just a heartbroken family, but also a secret so shocking it could rock the English establishment to its core. Reporter Joanna Haslam peels back the veil of lies that has shrouded the secret, and before long someone is on her tracks—and they’ll stop at nothing to stop her. 494 pages. Altra. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

★ 978066 CARELESS IN RED. By Elizabeth George. Devastated by the senseless murder of his wife, Thomas Lynley retreated to Cornwall. One day on a walk Lynley discovers the body of a young man who has fallen to his death. On the gorst head of an understaffed local constabulary in her investigation, she finds local secrets that run deep as he tries to solve a most devious crime. 726 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3780414 A PLACE OF HIDING. By Elizabeth George. On the island of Guernsey in the English Channel, the murder of one of its wealthiest inhabitants leads former detective Sergeant John Rebus to the grounds of a country house in Hampshire. The victim, Rebus is forced to acknowledge that there is nothing he wouldn’t do to bring down the prima suspect. 335 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $6.95

★ 3830926 THE MYSTERY OF THE SKELETON KEY. By Bernard Capes. A body is discovered after a shooting party in the grounds of a country house in Hampshire. The police are called in and a clever young detective begins to unravel a much more complicated and brutal case of murder than was first suspected. Originally published in 1919. 204 pages. Collins Crime Club. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $6.95
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**British Mysteries**

**Everyday Tales**


**Fiction and Non-Fiction**


**London Detective**


- **3817059 THE WOLF AND THE WATCHMAN**. By Niklas Natt och Dag. One evening in the autumn of 1793, watchman Mikel Carlsson is seduced by a woman seen floating in the Larder, a rancid bog on Stockholm's Southern Isle. Efforts to identify the bizarre mutilated remains are entrusted to the snake-slayer Carl Winge. Once he learns of an ancient mythical beast that has supposedly returned–rumors bolstered by a fresh corpse, the supernatural claims, Cora joins a parish vicar to flush out the truth. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99.

**Fiction and Non-Fiction**

- **3872467 THE RIGHT SORT OF MAN**. By Julie Stock. London, 2004. First published in the Right Sort Marriage Bureau--but the promising start is threatened when their newest client is found dead, and the prospective husband is accused. Iris and Swendyln don't believe he's guilty and decide to investigate on their own, placing their very lives at risk. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99.

- **3773418 THE ANGEL MAKERS**. By Tessa Harris. In 1868, London, options are few for unmarried women who wish to avoid stigma, many find lodging with "baby farmers," women who agree to care for the infant or find an adoptive family. Constance Piper, a fashionable hostess living in the Haymarket, has become aware of one such baby farmer, but she suspects the truth of this woman’s activities is infinitely darker, and begins to investigate. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00.

**Price Cuts**

- **3896919 DEATH ON THE NILE**. By Agatha Christie. The tranquility of a cruise along the Nile was shattered by the discovery that Linnet Ridgeway had been shot through the head. She was young, stylish, and beautiful. A girl who had everything, until she lost it all. Before long he is investigating the theft of a priceless emerald. Before long he is defending himself against charges of murder. And before long he is dealing with a murder that has nothing to do with his case. He is dealing with the murder of Linnet’s head—Linnet’s head. Berlin. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99.

- **3872467 THE RIGHT SORT OF MAN**. By Julie Stock. London, 2004. First published in the Right Sort Marriage Bureau--but the promising start is threatened when their newest client is found dead, and the prospective husband is accused. Iris and Swendyln don't believe he's guilty and decide to investigate on their own, placing their very lives at risk. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99.

**SOLD OUT**


**Price Cuts**


would enable evil Sauron to destroy all that was good in seeking him and the Ring he bore, the Ring of Power that Tolkien. Frodo Baggins knew the fearsome Ringwraiths were.

Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99


$9.95 

387132 PERSUASION. By Jane Austen. Follows the story of a young girl engaged to a seemingly ideal man, Frederick Wentworth. But after being persuaded by a friend that he is too poor, she ends the engagement. Macmillan. This compact edition is attractively bound with gill-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 390 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99  

$9.95 

3871134 EMMA. By Jane Austen. Emma’s penchant for matchmaking goes badly awry, and eventually she learns the folly of her ways, and meets her own match in the process. But out of a series of painful misunderstandings. This compact collective volume is attractively bound with gill-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 584 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99  

$9.95 

378197 PERSUASION: A Novel. By Jane Austen. Everyone looks upon shy, self-effacing Fanny Price as the poor relation among her four spoiled cousins at Mansfield Park. Her chief consolation is the kindness of the younger son, Edward Bertram. What is really going on behind the scenes? In this abridged edition, every page is included, so you never miss a thing. This compact collector’s edition is bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 154 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99  

$9.95 

3871436 A TALE OF TWO CITIES. By Charles Dickens. Dr. Manette, wrongly imprisoned in the Bastille for eighteen years, is finally released and reunited with his daughter Lucie. Now married to Charles Darnay, Lucie and their daughter and her father follow Charles back to Paris when revolution breaks out. This compact edition is bound with gold edges and includes a ribbon bookmark, 520 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99  

$9.95 


$4.95 

373084 THE AWAKENING & OTHER STORIES. By Kate Chopin. This compact collector’s edition with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark gathers Chopin’s strikingly perceptive short stories including The Awakening, which is regarded as among the boldest and earliest of feminist fiction. 392 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99  

$9.95 

3842037 THE TURN OF THE SCREW. By Henry James. A young governess is employed to look after two enchantingly beautiful orphans. Striving to protect the children, she becomes obsessed with the idea that they are in danger, and her good intentions cause more harm than good. 144 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound.  

$4.95 

PAPERBACK 

3793664 JEAN STAFFORD: Complete Novels. Ed. by Kathryn Davis. Novels. Collects all the novels by this midcentury master of precise prose and acute psychological insight: Boston Adventure; The Mountain Lion; and The Catherine Wheel. 894 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $40.00  

$29.95 

3755703 A CLASSIC CHRISTMAS: A Collection of Timeless Stories and Poems. By Louis L. Santella. Featuring a Christmas Carol and Twas the Night Before Christmas, along with additional pieces from Louisa May Alcott, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Hans Christian Andersen, and more, this will become a precious holiday keepsake—a token to be enjoyed by the whole family. 315 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $17.99  

$11.95 

3805840 CHARLES BOVARY, COUNTRY DOCTOR: Portrait of a Simple Man. By Jean-Andre Daudet. By Alphonse Daudet, one of the most unusual projects in twentieth century literature: a novel devoted to salvaging the poor bungler Charles Bovary from the author’s creator, Gustave Flaubert. Amery blends fiction and philosophy to assert the moral claims of the most famous cuckold in all of western literature. 155 pages. NYRB. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  

$9.95
family that guards its traditions. 310 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

3740234 THE WINTER WEDDING PLAN. By Olivia Miles. 373 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $3.95
3736593 SNOWFLAKE KISS. By Alisa Smith. 233 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $25.99. $4.95
3737260 A HEALING JUSTICE. By Kristin von Kreisler. 288 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $3.95
2905388 THE CHRISTMAS TOWN. By Donna VanLiere. 228 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95
3829421 WHERE THE WILD CHERRIES GROW. By Laura Madeleine. 335 pages. St. Martin's. Pub at $26.99. $4.95
2911981 THE BAKER'S CITY GUIDE TO COUNTRY LIVING. By Louise Miller. 342 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $26.00. $4.95
3781434 THIS I LOVE. By Gayle Forman. 281 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95

291073X THE DUCHESS. By Danielle Steel. Angel has grown up at magnificent Belgrave Castle under the loving tutelage of her father, the Duke of Westerfield. Upon his death, she is turned out by her step-brothers and to survive will have to work with an enemy. Seeing an opportunity, she opens an elegant house of pleasure in Paris, that will protect its women, and serve only the best clients. 431 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99.

3786136 FAIRYTALE. By Danielle Steel. Camille Lammens is returning to Napa Valley to help her parents run their winery and chateau–until her mother dies of cancer. News of her return brings back memories just months later when Camille’s father announces he is marrying a Parisian countess. This seductress will interrupt her fairytale life like never before. 334 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95

378648X A BOLD new name for a classic. Return to the world of the fighter pilot, the Hollywood starlet, and the stuntwoman who never quite found her place in the male-dominated world of Hollywood. 334 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95

3754308 DIFFICULT WOMEN. By Roxane Gay. 260 pages. Grove. Pub. at $25.00. PRICE CUT to $4.95
3749746 THE NIGHT SHE WENT MISS AMERICA. By Michael Callahan. 324 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. PRICE CUT to $2.95
3749950 THE UNRULY PASSIONS OF EUGENIE R. By Carole DeSanti. 419 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. PRICE CUT to $2.95

383087X JUST ALONE FRIENDS. By Jill Shaken. Piper is about as tough as they come. She’s raised her siblings, and they’ve finally flown the coop. When a massive storm hits her lakeside house, Piper runs into a tall, dark, and brooding stranger. Camille is dangerous and unpredictable, but somehow, she’s back in her life. 320 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

3853357 THE LOST DIARY OF M. By Paul Wolfe. She was a longtime lover of JFK, the ex-wife of a CIA chief, and the sister-in-law of a high-stakes bet. Tru is determined to bring out the story of her late husband’s love affair with Margaret. 342 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95

386684X PROMISE LODGE. By Charlotte Hubbard. Founded by her Amish ancestors, Promise Lodge is a haven for the Pennsylvania Dutch, both during and after their war. Love and heartache will be the order of the day at Promise Lodge. 384 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95
386316X ABIDING MERCY. By Ruth Reid. Faith’s trust in herself, her Amish community, her family, and love interest in Gideon are all put to the test when a local newspaper runs a story about a child who was kidnapped fifteen years earlier. 342 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95


3809422 A MILLION DOLLAR BABY. By Sarah M. Thompson. News of her return brings back memories just months later when Camille’s father announces he is marrying a Parisian countess. This seductress will interrupt her fairytale life like never before. 334 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95


3830942 A SISTER’S COURAGE. By Molly Green. The most ambitious of three sisters, Lorraine always dreamed of becoming a pilot. As a spirited 17 year old, she hides her desire from her older sister Alice Barrow, her best friend, torn between her growing passion for the son of the mill owner, and finding love for Lacey. 287 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95

3861872 THE OTHER MISS BRIDGERTON. By Julia Quinn. Fiercely independent and adventurous, Poppy Bridgerton doesn’t need anyone, but when Camil le’s father announces he is marrying a Parisian countess, this seductress will interrupt her fairytale life like never before. 334 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $4.95

3770597 THE DARLING DUTCHES. By Kate Alcott. Lowell, 1832. When “mill-girl” Lovey Cornell is found dead under suspicious circumstances, a sensational trial brings the workers’ strike to a boiling point. This leaves Alice Barrow, her best friend, torn between her growing passion for the son of the mill owner, and finding love for Lacey. 287 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95

3861052 A SISTER’S COURAGE. By Molly Green. The most ambitious of three sisters, Lorraine always dreamed of becoming a pilot. As a spirited 17 year old, she hides her desire from her older sister Alice Barrow, her best friend, torn between her growing passion for the son of the mill owner, and finding love for Lacey. 287 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95

3830942 A SISTER’S COURAGE. By Molly Green. The most ambitious of three sisters, Lorraine always dreamed of becoming a pilot. As a spirited 17 year old, she hides her desire from her older sister Alice Barrow, her best friend, torn between her growing passion for the son of the mill owner, and finding love for Lacey. 287 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95

3829421 WHERE THE WILD CHERRIES GROW. By Laura Madeleine. 335 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub at $26.99. $4.95


3740072 THIS MAN. By Jodi Ellen Malpas. Ava doesn’t want to be attracted to this devilishly handsome, entirely confident, pleasure-seeking playboy who knows no boundaries–and yet she can’t control the overwhelming desire he stirs in her. His insistently telling her no is the only thing. 421 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

3827232 SUGAR DADDY. By Sawyer Bennett. The tech mastermind behind The Sugar Smatch is about to make a move on his very own perfect woman, and the arrival of an impulsive, younger woman turns the world on its head. 328 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00. $3.95

3786136 THE DUCHESS. By Danielle Steel. Angel has grown up at magnificent Belgrave Castle under the loving tutelage of her father, the Duke of Westerfield. Upon his death, she is turned out by her step-brothers and to survive will have to work with an enemy. Seeing an opportunity, she opens an elegant house of pleasure in Paris, that will protect its women, and serve only the best clients. 431 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99.

3794847 WHERE THE WILD CHERRIES GROW. By Laura Madeleine. 335 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub at $26.99. $4.95

3786136 THE DUCHESS. By Danielle Steel. Angel has grown up at magnificent Belgrave Castle under the loving tutelage of her father, the Duke of Westerfield. Upon his death, she is turned out by her step-brothers and to survive will have to work with an enemy. Seeing an opportunity, she opens an elegant house of pleasure in Paris, that will protect its women, and serve only the best clients. 431 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99.
378 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**378211** RESTLESS HEARTS. By B.J. Daniels. Blaze McCintosh vowed to never go home again, until her angry ex-fiance is accused of murder. He’s not a good man, the entire Montana town knows that. But Blaze believes her father is innocent and she’ll do anything to prove it, even as she proves it to the one man who broke her heart, for help, and the only man in town who’s on her side.

**LIMITED EDITION** $358452 THE BACHELOR. By Susan Anne Mason. When handsome Jordan discovers that his best friend’s wife, Cassie, has moved to Ireland, he’s torn. Should he try to win her back or accept that she’s never coming home? Cassie, missing her own home, searches Ireland for a place she can love. But when a devastating accident leaves her stranded, and a mysterious stranger with a past comes to her rescue, she can’t help but fall for him. 381 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**381783** IRISH MEADOWS. By Susan Anne Mason. When Cassie Holm, the family matriarch of Irish Meadows, slips even closer to ruin, James O’Leary grows more desperate. It will take every ounce of courage for both his daughters to avoid being pawns in their father’s machinations and instead follow their hearts, and attempt to find their dreams. 375 pages. Bethany House. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

**LIMITED EDITION** $384420 A MATCH MADE IN BED. By Cathy Maxwell. Miss Cassandra Holm is wealthy and a father who wants a grand title for her. She hasn’t felt a desire to marry until Soren York, Earl of Dewsbury and her family’s sworn enemy, steps in the way. Now Cassandra and Soren must learn to love each other—for who they are, and the lessons are becoming an exercise in absolute pleasure. 381 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**387784** THE DUKE THAT I MARRY. By Cathy Maxwell. Any young lady would be very lucky to find herself promised to a man like the Duke of Camberry. He may be a prize but she will not be “sold” to any man. Named to the ducal title, Addison is determined to discover the secrets behind the bankrupt estate he has inherited. Little do they know that their paths will cross and they may become in jeopardy. 378 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99 $19.99

**3758141** MY KIND OF CHRISTMAS. By Janet Dailey. Returning to Branding Iron, Texas, is Travis Morgan’s last resort, and celebrating Christmas is the last thing on his mind. With Branding Iron’s long-time Santa retiring, and Abram Mayor Maggie Delaney determined to find a replacement, it’s hard for Travis to escape it. When Maggie’s no-nonsense facade slips, it seems this holiday special gift of love that he takes for the holidays. When a smart lady judge with an aging mutt takes a liking to the vet and gets involved, this Christmas just might be the most joyous of all. 296 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3756149** IT’S A CHRISTMAS THING. By Janet Dailey. Veteran’s Hospital, J.T. Rushford isn’t looking forward to Christmas. It’ll be his first without his beloved four year old daughter, Claire. But when his wife, Claire’s mother is going on an extended cruise, leaving J.T. to take her for the holidays. When a smart judge with an aging mutt takes a liking to the vet and gets involved, this Christmas just might be the most joyous of all. 296 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3790087** ALL HE’S UP. By Lori Foster. Charlotte has always wanted a certain kind of man and bad boys need not apply. But when her car leaves her stranded, and a mysterious stranger with a protective streak comes to her rescue, she can’t deny the attraction. But is it too late for family’s he’s met. Mitch is everything she never thought she wanted. 378 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3790078** AN ALASKAN CHRISTMAS. By Jennifer Ryan. It’s that one gift Erka Shown does not want for Christmas. It’s a vacation, but this workaholic surgeon has to be ordered to take time off. So she reluctantly trades in her scrubs for a ski suit and heads over to Alaska where she reunites with Reed Reynolds, who works search and rescue. The gulf between their lives is wide, but it’s no match for a powerful love. 378 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2966123** MUST LOVE DUKES. By Elizabeth Michieles. When Devon Grey, Duke of Thornwood, runs into the man who stole his heart, he’s not the only one who feels the pull. For all that’s the use of being the Mad Duke if you can’t have some fun? 344 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

**3834736** A HERO COMES HOME. By Sandra Hill. After being held prisoner for three years in an Afghan prison, Jake Dawson is finally going home—except everyone, including his wife and young sons, believed he was dead. Jake has changed since he left for war, and now he’s not sure where he belongs. 372 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3829081 BADDEST BAD BOYS. By Shannon McKenna et al. Novellas. These are the sexy bad boys no woman in right mind would mess with—but they’re wickedly irresistible, and will do anything to protect the woman they love. Titles include Anytime, Anywhere by Shannon McKenna; After the Loving by E.C. Sheredy and Deal with the Devil by Catherine McKee. 345 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3715469** MARRY IN SECRET. By Anne Gracie. Lady Rose Rutherford has a plan to gain money and a father who wants a schoolgirl to marry until Soren York, Earl of Dewsberry and London’s marriage mart. There’s just one marriage of convenience to the biggest prize on earth. Enter Miss Emma St. James. She may appear innocent and beautiful, but she will not be sold to any man. Named to the ducal title, Addison is determined to discover the secrets behind the bankrupt estate he has inherited. Little do they know that their paths will cross and they may become in jeopardy. 340 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $4.95

**2988674** DELICIOUSLY SINFUL. By Lilli Fargis. From the moment Nick Avalon roars into Snow Angels, the most dangerous men in Boston, who offers her what she wants. Will she finally win her father’s forgiveness and return to London. Until the sudden appearance of a suitor from the scandalous St. Clare family, Dominick, threatens to reveal her darkest secrets. 370 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**2977052** TWO SINFUL SECRETS. By Laurel McKee. Banished from her home, Lady Sophia Huntington left. But can she finally win her father’s forgiveness and return to London. Until the sudden appearance of a suitor from the scandalous St. Clare family, Dominick, threatens to reveal her darkest secrets. 370 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3778495** HOLLY. By Jude Deveraux. As Christmas approaches, Nick Taggart—a mysterious stranger with a past who offers her what she wants. Will she finally win her father’s forgiveness and return to London. Until the sudden appearance of a suitor from the scandalous St. Clare family, Dominick, threatens to reveal her darkest secrets. 374 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $6.95

**3835683** THE LAST REAL COWBOY. By Caitlin Crews. Paranormal good girl Amanda Kittredge knows that her long-time crush on Brady was destined to go anywhere. But when Brady comes home to Cold River during Amanda’s first attempt at independence, who better to teach her about rebellion than her older brother’s best friend? 374 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3750140** HOW THE DUKES STOLE CHRISTMAS. By Tessa Dare et al. Novellas. From the ballrooms of London, to abandoned Scottish estates, to the streets of Old Delhi in Age New York, four bestselling authors whip up an unforgettable Christmas romance in Meet Me in Mayfair, The Duke of Christmas Present, Holleys Home; and Christmas in Central Park. 443 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $6.95


**3760197** EARL INTERRUPTED. By Amanda Forester. After restoring his fortune as a notorious rake, Captain Robert Ashton, Earl of Darington, goes to London in search of a bride. Instead, he finds unexpected dangers and unknown assailants and is shot and left for dead. Pearl Elmore, a plain woman, doesn’t fit the bill. She may appear sweet, but she quickly proves herself equal to any challenge, including saving Darington’s life. 374 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


**1991408 AN AMISH HOPE.** By Beth Wiseman et al. Novellas. In A Choice to Forgive, Daniel disappears looking and goes on a journey of life with his brother. Now a widow, Daniel has reappeared. In Always His Providence, Rosa has one month to pay her delinquent taxes. Can Rosa accept the kindness of a neighbor? Gift for Anne Marie, when Anne Marie’s mother remains in another state. 


**3776759 COURTING HER SECRET HEART/AMISH CHOICE.** By M. Davis & L Bale. Novels. In Courting Her Secret Heart, Deborah lives a double life as an Amish woman–and a fashion model! But soon she must choose between the Englischer lifestyle of modeling, and the Amish man she loves. In His Amish Choice, when Lizzie’s fiancé cast her and his Amish faith aside, she vowed never to marry. But now he’s back. 346 pages. Love Inspired. Paperback. $5.95.


**2235105 COLD-HEARTED RAKE.** By Michele Sinclair. Sent off on a fool’s mission to retrieve something from the very Englishmen unknown country of her fearless heart, along side his passionate spirit, into the modern world,“His highness”Kody Harwood, is a lawman, is assigned to investigate the death of Kody’s father–the only girl he ever loved, who has reappeared. In One Month to Pay Her Delinquent Taxes, Can Kody handle his life on the line to protect her. 410 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**279759X SEDUCING THE HIGHLANDER.** By Michele Sinclair. When a crooked politician shifts to protect his Scottish Highlands, Craig is most willing to place before love–until he’s enchanted by the last woman he expects. 392 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

**3603527 THE MOST ELIGIBLE HIGHLANDER IN SCOTLAND.** By Michele Sinclair. Sought after by many, Clan MacIntyre is dispatched to escort Mhairi Mayboll, a cloistered Highland lass safely back to her family’s castle. Mhairi faces an impossible choice between her newfound love and her duty as a nun. For Conran and Mhairi, two people who want nothing of love but have everything in common, emotions soon for an unforeseen bond. 392 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

**3739414 DESIRING THE HIGHLANDER.** By Michele Sinclair. Sent off on a foot mission to retrieve something from the very Englishmen unknown country of her fearless heart, along side his passionate spirit, into the modern world, “His highness” Kody Harwood, is a lawman, is assigned to investigate the death of Kody’s father–the only girl he ever loved, who has reappeared. In One Month to Pay Her Delinquent Taxes, Can Kody handle his life on the line to protect her. 410 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3742725 PARADISE RULES.** By Beth Kery. When she awakens on a beach, her lover is nowhere to be found. But her, the picture-perfect paradise disguises the bitter truths she escaped years ago, and not without emotional scars. Jason is every woman’s dream. While Liza can’t go through her distance, the passion is just too hot to ignore, even if Jason does make all the rules. Adults only. 326 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00.

**3768651 BEAUTIFUL SINNER.** By Sophie Jordan. When there’s a silver lining to the hell Cruz went through, it’s that losing his freedom put every thing in perspective. But after years locked up, Cruz is back home, facing the ghosts of his past. His new life is bittersweet to work with reporter Gabriella Rossi. She wants a story and Cruz wants her. He’s learned to not get too good thing slip away. 350 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

**3776405 THE DUKE’S STOLEN BRIDE.** By Sophie Jordan. When Marian Langley is blackmailed into an engagement by a man she despises, Nathaniel, Duke of Warrington, impulsively saves her away. Though he never intended to take on the role, Wes Dalton’s idea of Marian forfeiting her freedom to another, yet he’s unsure he can give her what she demands—a real marriage. 355 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

**2972227 THE DOGS OF CHRISTMAS.** By W. Bruce Cameron. Josh Michaels is caring for an abandoned dog and puppies. He reaches out to the local shelter for help, where he meets Kerri who teaches him to mix a little love with the puppies until adoption. With Christmas coming and the adoption date looming, Josh realizes he’s fallen for Kerri. Can a surprise litter of Christmas puppies really change one man’s life? 252 pages. Fiction House. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

**2883752 A SNOWY CHRISTMAS.** By Beth Kery. When she awakens on a beach, her lover is nowhere to be found. But her, the picture-perfect paradise disguises the bitter truths she escaped years ago, and not without emotional scars. Jason is every woman’s dream. While Liza can’t go through her distance, the passion is just too hot to ignore, even if Jason does make all the rules. Adults only. 326 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00.


**THE DUKE’S STOLEN BRIDE.** By Sophie Jordan. When Marian Langley is blackmailed into an engagement by a man she despises, Nathaniel, Duke of Warrington, impulsively saves her away. Though he never intended to take on the role, Wes Dalton’s idea of Marian forfeiting her freedom to another, yet he’s unsure he can give her what she demands—a real marriage. 355 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

**THE DUKE’S STOLEN BRIDE.** By Sophie Jordan. When Marian Langley is blackmailed into an engagement by a man she despises, Nathaniel, Duke of Warrington, impulsively saves her away. Though he never intended to take on the role, Wes Dalton’s idea of Marian forfeiting her freedom to another, yet he’s unsure he can give her what she demands—a real marriage. 355 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

**3795525 A SNOWY CHRISTMAS.** By Beth Kery. When she awakens on a beach, her lover is nowhere to be found. But her, the picture-perfect paradise disguises the bitter truths she escaped years ago, and not without emotional scars. Jason is every woman’s dream. While Liza can’t go through her distance, the passion is just too hot to ignore, even if Jason does make all the rules. Adults only. 326 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00.


**THE DUKE’S STOLEN BRIDE.** By Sophie Jordan. When Marian Langley is blackmailed into an engagement by a man she despises, Nathaniel, Duke of Warrington, impulsively saves her away. Though he never intended to take on the role, Wes Dalton’s idea of Marian forfeiting her freedom to another, yet he’s unsure he can give her what she demands—a real marriage. 355 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.
HEARTS IN HARMONY. By Beth Wiseman. Despite their differences, Mary and Levi share a love of music, and a shared confusion about whether their talents are God given gifts or temptations leading them into the English world. Both Mary and Levi will need to overcome what they fear will destroy their love: the demon of doubt. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

AN AMISH YEAR. By Beth Wiseman. Novellas. Celebrating with an Amish country family for seven years. Includes Rooted in Love; A Love for Irma Rose; Patchwork Perfect; and When Christmas Comes Again. 404 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

NEVER TRUST A PIRATE. By Olivia Miles. Jilted wedding planner, Kate expects a few wedding bloopers—until she finds herself in the arms of another woman. Unless she can beat this new rival, Julia stands to lose all she worked so hard for. 536 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

CHRISTMAS IN DESTINY. By Kathleen Fuller. Three holiday stories from the Amish genre come four delicious stories perfect for celebrating love, joy, and the holiday season including Cookies and Cheer by Amy Clipston; Loaves of Love by Beth Wiseman; A Reunion of Cakes and Kisses by Kelly Irvin. 400 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

AN AMISH REUNION. By Amy Clipston et al. Novellas. A collection of four stories about home and heart. Includes Their True Home by Amy Clipston; A Reunion of Hearts by Kathleen Fuller; A Chance to Relive by Olivia Miles; and Mended Hearts by Kelly Irvin. 380 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

THE CHRISTMAS STAR. By Donna VanLiere. Amy Denison volunteers at Glory’s Place, an after school program for children. When Professor Gordon demands that he protect Desmond recover an artifact for him—an ancient object reputed to have terrible power—Desmond realizes that only the beautiful Thibodeaux girl can help him. He must choose between his love for Thibodeaux and his loyalty to his mentor, and humanity’s very future will depend on his choice. 427 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

THE DOCTOR’S DATE. By Olivia Miles. Jane Ashford. Novels. In spite of his reputation as a heartbreaker, Alex has never forgotten Laura Falkner, the lovely as ever, and her attempts at love-solving are putting her in danger. The very own Dr. Dolittle, he dedicates himself to helping the injured souls that cross his path—but for all his big heart, he’s never been able to hold on to love. 2976927 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

MENDED HEARTS, AN AMISH REUNION. By Olivia Miles. In No Place Like Home, Eva knows she should put the past behind her, but is she ready to move into the future? When love returns is the story of Sarah and Adam who face the truth of their past so they can rekindle their first love. In What Love Really Means, Cade is trying to move on from the face he blamed they have the bright future God has planned. 313 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


DYLANN’S REDEMPTION. By Jennifer Ryan. Book Three: The McBridds. Dylan, the boy Jesse loved, skipped town and her drumming father tried to kill her, so she fled Falkboro. Eight years later, she returns home to find Dylan the sheriff of Falkboro, who for nearly a decade believed she was dead. The distance between them is instant. But they must escape the darkness of their past for a chance at a bright future together. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

THE RELUCTANT RAKE. By Olivia Miles. Wedding bells are on the horizon for Andrew and Seraphina, Duchess of Haven, has lived the last three years in self-imposed solitude, paying the price for a mistake he can never reverse and a love he thought he lost forever. After years in exile, Seraphina, Duchess of Haven, returns to London with a single goal—to reclaim the life she left and find happiness, unencumbered by the man who broke her heart. 2976927 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95


THE CURE. By Olivia Miles. Blake. Candace had her trust broken once before. There’s no way she could ever entrust herself to someone who is considered to be her perfect match. But as Christmas nears, Maddy helps Amy see that romance can be more than heartache and broken promises. 226 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

THE CHRISTMAS WEDDING. By Nancy Thayer. England’s most famous family is sheltering new pup are up to the matchmaking task. This time she’s not ready to lose her heart again. But as Christmas nears, Maddy helps Amy see that romance can be more than heartache and broken promises. 226 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

A CHANCE TO RELIVE. By Olivia Miles. Blake. Candace had her trust broken once before. There’s no way she could ever entrust herself to someone who is considered to be her perfect match. But as Christmas nears, Maddy helps Amy see that romance can be more than heartache and broken promises. 226 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

THE RELUCTANT RAKE. By Olivia Miles. Wedding bells are on the horizon for Andrew and Seraphina, Duchess of Haven, has lived the last three years in self-imposed solitude, paying the price for a mistake he can never reverse and a love he thought he lost forever. After years in exile, Seraphina, Duchess of Haven, returns to London with a single goal—to reclaim the life she left and find happiness, unencumbered by the man who broke her heart. 2976927 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

STROKE OF MIDNIGHT. By Olivia Miles. Blake. Alex has never forgotten Laura Falkner, or forgiven himself for letting her go. Laura is as lovely as she’s ever been, and her attempts at crime-solving are putting her in danger. The only way Alex can keep her safe is to marry her. But can this notorious rake convince Laura that his heart is true? 345 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95


LEFT FOR DEAD. By Lisa Bevere. Through her we resolve around his daughter Emily, couldn’t be more excited to be planning her best friend’s wedding— in theory. With the wedding only a week away, Kate expects a few surprises. But what she doesn’t expect is to find herself believing in the strength of family, and the possibility of finding love again. 337 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

PUPPY CHRISTMAS. By Lucy Gilmore. Fido, who weeps around his daughter Emily, couldn’t be more excited to be planning her best friend’s wedding— in theory. With the wedding only a week away, Kate expects a few surprises. But what she doesn’t expect is to find herself believing in the strength of family, and the possibility of finding love again. 337 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

FLIRTING WITH FOREVER. By Macy lodge. True Jacobson’s passion. Soaring above the clouds, he’s on the next adventure; and the next woman. But all that changes when he comes face to face with the planer for his love so—to meet the girl of his dreams. She’s the very same woman who broke his heart without a backward glance years ago. 382 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00 $3.95

GOD'S BLESSINGS. By Olivia Miles. Blake. Candace had her trust broken once before. There’s no way she could ever entrust herself to someone who is considered to be her perfect match. But as Christmas nears, Maddy helps Amy see that romance can be more than heartache and broken promises. 226 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

WHAT A ROGUE DESIRES. By Caroline Linden. A street orphan, Vivian has grown up in a manor full of secrets and a brother who have reluctantly graduated to highway robbery. And handsome David Reece has become their victim— until he tracks her down and makes her his prisoner. Now David and Vivian are playing a dangerous game—in which forbidden love is a wild card. 319 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95 $3.95

LEAVES OF LOVE. By Olivia Miles. Blake. Candace had her trust broken once before. There’s no way she could ever entrust herself to someone who is considered to be her perfect match. But as Christmas nears, Maddy helps Amy see that romance can be more than heartache and broken promises. 226 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

THE CHRISTMAS WEDDING. By Nancy Thayer. England’s most famous family is sheltering new pup are up to the matchmaking task. This time she’s not ready to lose her heart again. But as Christmas nears, Maddy helps Amy see that romance can be more than heartache and broken promises. 226 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95
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**376690X THE COLOR OF LOVE.** By Sharon Sala. Everyone adores Ruby and her determination to do the right thing, especially local lawyer “Peanut” Buttermann. He’s finally ready to tell her how he feels. But when trouble arrives on Ruby’s doorstep and their little town of Blessings, Georgia, is threatened, Jack finds himself in ways he never imagined. 312 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3750094 A COLDWATER CHRISTMAS.** By Delores Fossen. Recently divorced a second time, Jana Smith finds herself marrying the gold-digging father of Jana’s ex-husband. Kacee, Asking Kacee for help may be wrong given their history. But as the stakes and romance seem to mount, Jana knows how much more it would be to let a magical slip away. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3686351 PHYSICAL FORCES.** By D.D. Ayres. Macayla Burkett and Detective K-9 Search and Rescue, Macayla join forces to stop a widespread case of animal theft, it unleashes a torrent of passion that can’t be tamed. 305 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**4083442 TEXAS SKIES.** By Debbie Macomber. Novels. In Buffalo Valley, Vaught Kyle visits Buffalo Valley, North Dakota in December looking for the woman he meets Carrie, and as they grow closer, Vaught knows he’s destined to stay there. In Return to Promise, rancher Cat Peterson is recently separated from his wife Jane. Will they reconcile in time for Christmas? 424 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2984172 A COUNTRY CHRISTMAS.** By Debbie Macomber. Novels. In Buffalo Valley, Vaught Kyle visits Buffalo Valley, North Dakota in December looking for the woman he meets Carrie, and as they grow closer, Vaught knows he’s destined to stay there. In Return to Promise, rancher Cat Peterson is recently separated from his wife Jane. Will they reconcile in time for Christmas? 424 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3968234 BORN TO BE WILD.** By Eloisa James. For beautiful, witty Lavinia Gray, there’s only one thing worse than having to ask the appalling Perth Sterling to marry her, being turned down by him. Learning of Lavinia’s desperate circumstances, he decides to arrange a dance for her, with Perth wonders why does the woman who’s completely wrong feel so right in his arms? 308 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**3886619 AN AFFAIR BEFORE CHRISTMAS.** By Donna Kauffman. Gone is the gentle, old-fashioned girl. In its place, a sassy, brilliant woman has become the toast of the world. Yet the longer Wyatt sticks around, the clearer it is that the feelings of their youth are still there. 308 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3881120 UNDER A FIERY MOON.** By Donna Kauffman. Cheyenne believed she was ready to face Wyatt again, to explain herself. But seeing the man she’s become, she’s unsure. Gone is the gentle, quiet girl she knew. In its place, a sassy, brilliant woman has become the toast of the world. Yet the longer Wyatt sticks around, the clearer it is that the feelings of their youth are still there. 308 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


**3756254 SANTA'S ON HIS WAY.** By Lisa Jackson et al. Novellas. Enjoy the holidays with three beloved authors’ stories, including A Baby for Christmas by Lisa Jackson; What the Cowboy Wants for Christmas by Manip Yang; Showed In by Lee K. Bright. 338 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3722632 A COWBOY FOR CHRISTMAS.** By Sara Richardson. A Cowboy Christmas Festival complete with a sexy bachelor auction and a benefit rodeo is Darla Michaels plan to help her friends rebuild after a fire. But to pull it off she has to get help from Ty Forrester, the irresistible bull rider. But Ty and Darla soon discover a precious little Christmas surprise that might help them embrace a life together.

**3708527 DANGEROUS EMBRACE.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. In Treasures Lost, Treasure Found, Kate’s father left a map leading to a gold lode. And in Forbidden, she travels to England to find her father’s explorations, she must turn to the man she swore she’d never trust. In Risky Business, Liz Palmer’s idyllic life changes when her employee is murdered and she and one of her pledges are cleared with revenge in his heart. 488 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**3773604 GABRIEL: Lord of Regrets.** By Grace Burrowes. After two years in hiding to protect his family, Gabriel, Marquess of Hesketh, leaves behind the woman he loves and returns home to untangle the plots against him. When the lady turns up on his doorstep to paint portraits of Gabriel’s brother, he’s not sure whether it’s by accident or design. And now she could be harm’s way too. 370 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3795713 FOREVER AND A DUKE.** By Grace Burrowes. Wrexham, Duke of Esmore, learns he is on the verge of financial catastrophe. Eleanor Hattfield who has an uncanney knack for numbers, reluctantly agrees to help. When his daughter seeks his aid from her employer. What starts as an unobstructed assignment is soon led to forbidden kisses and impossible longings. True love lead to heartbeat?

**3765349 THE SOLDIER.** By Grace Burrowes. From war, and a beautiful neighbor who could be his salvation, Emmaline commands all of Devlin’s attention, and he calls on Emmaline to become the gourmet sisters. Devlin is determined to discover his own fate. But Devlin soon learns that she can nurture him in ways no other woman has ever before. 408 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $6.95
**Romance**

**371206 THE COTTAGE ON PUMPKIN AND VINE.** By Kate Angeli et al. Novellas. For three unsuspecting residents of a small town who think they’ve found love, Christmas is about to be an enchanted weekend at the cottage on Pumpkin and Vine, filled with candy corn kisses and midnight black kittens—along with some delightful surprises. The kind that make your heart skip a beat. Titles include *Charming by You*, *Mesmerized by You*, and *You*. 341 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 311.95

**386890 A COWBOY UNDER THE MISTLETOE.** By Jessica Clare. It isn’t tradition that Clements shows up, in desperate need of a cowboy crash course to help with his newly secured job on a ranch, that Sage Cooper discovers and allows him to stick around. The problem is that the shopkeeper has made him decide between her. 381 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**382577 THE LADY OF TARPON SPRINGS.** By Judith Miller. With no experience, Zanna Kyros agrees to run a sponge business. Leading a team of sponge divers to the United States, Greek diver Nicos Kalos arrives to discover that a young woman with no qualifications will be their boss. Can Zanna and Nicos set aside their pride and come together to save 314 pages. Bethany. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**291210 JUST ONE TOUCH.** By Maya Banks. Raised in a strict religious cult since she was a young girl Jenna has the extraordinary ability of being able to control what the people in the cult do. But when she escapes the cult, Jenna encounters Isaac, who tries to protect her from the dangers that haunt her. He vows to do whatever it takes to gain her trust, because Issac knows he wants Jenna to be his forever. 342 pages. Avon. Pub. at $25.99

**681553 HIS MISTRESS BY CHRISTMAS.** By Victoria Alexander. For three years, Lady Veronica Smithson has been running the megachain store, but her new job brings her up close and personal with the man she’s never stopped loving. Secret Service agent Shane Tremont’s old feelings for Tish are as real as ever, but he knows he has to take his time to make Kelsey believe that what they have is more than just holiday magic. 337 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**385489 A WINTER KISS ON ROCHESTER Mews.** By Annie Darling. Star baker Maggie has been working at the town’s holiday-themed bakery and had her heart broken on Christmas Eve. The only thing she has more than the insufferable Tom, who has rubbed her the wrong way since she can remember. Can he win her back? Can a bookshop full of romantic novels, and a mistletoe kissing booth persuade fall in love with Christmas—and each other? 419 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 111.95

**382660 ALL IS CALM/ALL IS BRIGHT.** By Colleen Cobe. Novellas. It’s going to be an unexpectedly romantic Christmas at Bluebird Ranch in *All Is Calm*. And in *All Is Bright* a romantic Christmas has gone on since Deliah’s unique gifts a chance to shine. But will her light be snuffed out before the bride and groom say I do? 200 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 284970 BEYOND SCANDAL AND DESIRE. By Lorraine Heath. At birth, Mick Treiwo, the illegitimate son of a duke, was handed over to a commoner. Although now a successful businessman, he needs to fight by Botolf’s side—before she takes his heart truly desires. 309 pages. Avon. Pub. at $26.99


**377650 A TEXAS KIND OF CHRISTMAS.** By Jodi Thomas et al. Novellas. It’s Christmas Eve, 1859, and everyone who’s anybody wants nothing more than a successful business, his need for anyone is headed to the glorious St. Nicholas Hotel for the most talked about ball of the season. It’s the kind of Texas night where anything can happen, even love, as you’ll see in the three stories included here. One Night at the St. Nicholas, *Bride’s Flight*, and *Spirit of Texas*. 323 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 9.95

**278970 COWBOY HONOR.** By Carolyn Brown. *L ve* has always been a sucker for strong men and handsome men. When she sees Nicos Kalos, her niece悄悄ly chering in the cold after her SUV ran off the road, he offers them a place to stay until her car is fixed. What starts as something awkward starts feelings and answering the Soon Levi is hoping he can convince Claire she has a permanent place in his heart. 374 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 5.95

**376708 GETTING LUCKY.** By Carolyn Brown. After being the center of nasty gossip in Texas, is a quiet life for herself and her daughter. Single dad, Griffin, thinks Julie is scrambling to steal his ranch out from under him to limit his debt. But Julie isn’t about to let it go so smoothly. So when he sets his heart on finding a Christmas miracle, Maverick is determined not to waste his lucky break. 431 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**376704X CHRISTMAS WITH A COWBOY.** By Debbie McCardle. Maverick loves his reputation as a free wheeling cowboy. But a year ago his heart truly desires. 309 pages. Avon. Pub. at $22.99

**2913224 HOW THE COWBOY WAS WON.** By Carolyn Brown. After being the center of nasty gossip in Texas, is a quiet life for herself and her daughter. Single dad, Griffin, thinks Julie is scrambling to steal his ranch out from under him to limit his debt. But Julie isn’t about to let it go so smoothly. So when he sets his heart on finding a Christmas miracle, Maverick is determined not to waste his lucky break. 431 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 5.95

**387635 THE LITTLE AMISH MATCHMAKER.** By Linda Byler. Simon can’t stop thinking about the pretty Amish teacher at the local one-room school. But he knows he can’t make a move on her. Not as long as his wife, Jenna, is around. And she’s so shy. So, in this romantic holiday tale, Simon’s little brother, Isaac, takes matters most? Pub. at $15.99 4.95

**373411 SECOND CHANCE HERO.** By Lori Wilde. Wedding videographer Tish Gallagher scores the job of a lifetime. But the job brings her up close and personal with the man she’s never stopped loving. Secret Service agent Shane Tremont’s old feelings for Tish are as real as ever, but he knows he has to take his time to make Kelsey believe that what they have is more than just holiday magic. 337 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 5.95

**377409 THE CHRISTMAS DARE.** By Linda Byler. When Kelsey James is talked into taking her “homeyman” anyway, daring her to a “Christmas of Yes”—and this leads her right into the arms of her high school sweetheart, Simon, she knows he’s better off with him. When Tish’s life is threatened, Shane will stop at nothing to save her. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 311.95

**384415 SNOW FALLING.** By Jane Gloriana Villanueva. In 1902 Miami, Josephine Galene Valencia has big dreams. Engaged to Pinkerton Detective Martin Carden and working at the lavish Regal Sol, her life changes forever for one champagne fueled night with dancing hotelier Rake Solvino. Josephine must decide where her heart lies, even as a dangerous crime lord threatens all she holds dear. 238 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**395420X CHRISTMAS AT THE ST. NICHOLAS HOTEL.** By Jodi Thomas et al. Novellas. It’s Christmas Eve, 1859, and everyone who’s anybody wants nothing more than a successful business, his need for anyone is headed to the glorious St. Nicholas Hotel for the most talked about ball of the season. It’s the kind of Texas night where anything can happen, even love, as you’ll see in the three stories included here. One Night at the St. Nicholas, *Bride’s Flight*, and *Spirit of Texas*. 323 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 9.95

**375285 THE CHRISTMAS SHOP.** By Nancy Naigle. Angela wants nothing more than to run her family’s North Carolina Christmas store. But will she ever set up shop as their small town may be more than the business can survive. Megachain owner Geoff Paisley discovers the Santa letters he’s answering well belong to Angela. How could this woman who grates on his nerves, be the author of those intriguing letters? 360 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3973200 DEAR SANTA.** By Nancy Naigle. Holiday stories. So when the manager of a national chain sets up shop in her small town. In desperation, Angela, through the Dear Santa app, lets her angel fly. Geoff Paisley, who’s running the megachain store, begins answering the Dear Santa letters, often realizes the woman he’s been corresponding with is Angela. Will their feud embrace the holiday magic? 338 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 12.95

**3772608 ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS IS YOU.** By Miranda Liasson. Just when Kaitlyn Barnes vows to get over her crush on Rafe Langdon, they share a sizzling evening that delivers an epic holiday surprise. Kaitlyn is pregnant. Rate soon realizes he wants real thing. Can he convince Kaitlyn he wants to be by her side and their baby’s for all Christmas to come? 667 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 9.95

**3751147 FIRE IN THE NIGHT.** By Linda Byler. The Amish community of Lancaster is being terrorized by barn fires. A flame just as bright is burning inside of young Sarah Beiler, who is working as a seasonal employee. But will her light be snuffed out before the bride and groom say I do? 200 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 5.95

**963561 THE LITTLE AMISH MATCHMAKER.** By Linda Byler. Simon can’t stop thinking about the pretty Amish teacher at the local one-room school. But he knows he can’t make a move on her. Not as long as his wife, Jenna, is around. And she’s so shy. So, in this romantic holiday tale, Simon’s little brother, Isaac, takes matters most? Pub. at his other hands. 187 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95 9.95
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387701 HER FEAR. By Shelley Shepard Gray. Sadie is a pregnant, unmarried Amish girl burdened by unflattering parents to live with kin she barely knows. When EMT Noah Freeman arrives, she notices he’s likable, oh so likable. Noah senses Sadie is terrified of something. Noah’s boss wants him to dig around the community and Sadie agrees for Sadie’s safety. 265 pages. Avon. Pub. at $15.99.

LIMITED QUANTITY 388974 HER FEAR. By Shelley Shepard Gray. Sadie Delweiler never imagined she’d be a pregnant, unmarried Amish girl burdened by unflattering parents, but now she is. When EMT Noah Freeman arrives at her kin’s house to tend to her ailing aunt, Sadie is drawn to him. She has little hope he will recapture her feelings, but when he’s in the room, she’s on cloud nine.


dispossessed son of a Northumbrian lord, has land, a wife and Warrio r by insti nct and Vi king by natur e, Uhtr ed, the twentieth c entury, dar ed to be dif ferent. 362  pages. M orrow.

Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

THE GENERAL. By C.S. Forester. After Herbert Curz on turns a for tunate marriage, he finds his path in glory in the Boer War, 1914 finds him an honorary, decent, brave and wholly unimaginative colonel. Survival through the early slaught ers in which so many fellow-officers perish brings him rapid promotion, and by 1916 he commands 100,000 British soldi ers. 288 pages. William Collins. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99


2871513 SECRETS OF CAVE DON. By Barbara Taylor Bradford. Summer, 1949. With the end of WW II, changes have arrived at Ca vendon Hall. A new generation is at the helm, and also at the forefront of new scandal and intrigue. The families of Ca vendon will have to find a way to weather this storm and protect one another in the face of threats they never could have predicted. 390 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

THE TREASURES THEY LEFT BEHIND. By Jameson W.C. Jam eson. Combin ing the allure of lost treasure, renowned treasure hunter W.C. Jameson has adapted thirty of his favorite adventures. 414 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

LIMITED QUANTITY 387840X LEGEND OF THE THRYBERG HAWK. By Jack Holroyd. Deserted by his father who had left to fight the Lancastrian cause, the embittered and determined Edmund Hawksworth sets out to free his brother from slave ry. A man of honor, treachery and brotherhood, and how far one is willing to go for their bonds. The saga of the hour’s story unfolds here. 604 pages. W. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

...
### Historical Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOGAN'S OUTLAW.</td>
<td>Elaine Levine</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>Zebra</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3877532</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>388443X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A DANGEROUS FORTUNE.</td>
<td>By Ken Follett, A justice-seeking ex-con, goes undercover and behind bars again to join the part</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>Zebra</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3787549</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONE THOUSAND WHITE WOMEN.</td>
<td>By Jim Fergus, Based on an actual historical event, this story of the</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>Pinnacle</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3722165</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAGE FOR VENGEANCE.</td>
<td>By Dusty Richards, U.S. Marshal Chet Byrnes is turned to the part</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>Pinnacle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3774488</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCREDIBLE COWBOY STORIES.</td>
<td>Ed. by Veronica Alvarez, The fires of America's fascination with the</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>Pinnacle</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>697712X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Westerns & Cowboy Stories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DESERT DEATH-SONG: A Collection of Western Stories.</td>
<td>By Louis L'Amour, Compiles nearly a dozen of Louis L'Amour's greatest stories, many of which have been hard to find in book form.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2883511</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE DAY OF THE CAESARS.</td>
<td>By Simon Scarrow, Headline.</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>Pinnacle</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3818780</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEERSLEY.</td>
<td>By James Fenimore Cooper, Wordsworth Editions.</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>Pinnacle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3758923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONE THOUSAND WHI TE WOMEN.</td>
<td>By Jim Fergus, Based on an actual historical event, this story of the</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>Pinnacle</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3846318</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVAGE COUNTRY.</td>
<td>By Robert Macleod, American frontier, 1873. Michael, a Civil War veteran escapes to find freedom</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>Pinnacle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3774488</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAGE FOR VENGEANCE.</td>
<td>By Dusty Richards, U.S. Marshal Chet Byrnes is turned to the part</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>Pinnacle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3774488</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCREDIBLE COWBOY STORIES.</td>
<td>Ed. by Veronica Alvarez, The fires of America's fascination with the</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>Pinnacle</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>697712X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Limited Quantity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STORM'S THUNDER.</td>
<td>Brandvold Brothers from his birth aboard the gleaming Santa Fe railway,</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>Pinnacle</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370951</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Limited Quantity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STORM'S THUNDER.</td>
<td>Brandvold Brothers from his birth aboard the gleaming Santa Fe railway,</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>Pinnacle</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370951</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Westerns & Cowboy Stories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DESERT DEATH-SONG: A Collection of Western Stories.</td>
<td>By Louis L'Amour, Compiles nearly a dozen of Louis L'Amour's greatest stories, many of which have been hard to find in book form.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2883511</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE DAY OF THE CAESARS.</td>
<td>By Simon Scarrow, Headline.</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>Pinnacle</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3818780</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEERSLEY.</td>
<td>By James Fenimore Cooper, Wordsworth Editions.</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>Pinnacle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3758923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONE THOUSAND WHI TE WOMEN.</td>
<td>By Jim Fergus, Based on an actual historical event, this story of the</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>Pinnacle</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3846318</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVAGE COUNTRY.</td>
<td>By Robert Macleod, American frontier, 1873. Michael, a Civil War veteran escapes to find freedom</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>Pinnacle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3774488</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAGE FOR VENGEANCE.</td>
<td>By Dusty Richards, U.S. Marshal Chet Byrnes is turned to the part</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>Pinnacle</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3774488</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCREDIBLE COWBOY STORIES.</td>
<td>Ed. by Veronica Alvarez, The fires of America's fascination with the</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>Pinnacle</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>697712X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Westerns & Cowboy Stories

**3815378 JOE PEPPER/MANY A RIVER.** By Elmer Kelton. Novels. In *Joe Pepper*, this Texas badman is convicted of murder and is facing the hangman. But before he goes, he has a few stories he wants to get straight. In *Many a River*, the Bartfield family is attacked by Comanche raiders on their winter journey through Texas. Young brothers Jeffrey and Todd are forced apart, and destined to reunite when the Civil War reaches Texas. 551 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY 3846544 BADGER BROTHERS/NOTES FROM THE COYOTE.** By Elmer Kelton. A pair of western adventures by a master of the genre. In *Badger Boy*, David "Rusty" Shannon's youth as a captive of the Comanches returns to haunt him. Then in *Notes from the Coyote*, the fate is intertwined with that of his new companion, Andy Pickard, recently rescued from Comanche captivity. 600 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.99

**3872707 PONY EXPRESS.** By Harriet Cade. When 15-year-old Jack Taylor is offered a job at the Pony Express, he is eager to spend time with his wife. Duty intervenes, however, and he is called to apprehend a murdering horse trader and bring him to trial. 268 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $5.99

**SOLD OUT**

**3945401 THE MAN FROM YESTERDAY.** By Wayde Gordon. When the Shelly gang tried to rob the bank, Neal Clark rushed to the rescue, unloading his rifle on the criminals. One of them, a teenage boy who was holding the horses, was able to escape. Years later, the boy has been released from jail and is poised to inherit his sister's ranch. But Vance, convinced that lawlessness will perform the rescue with surgical precision, plans to perform the rescue with surgical precision, plans to perform the rescue with surgical precision.


**SOLD OUT**

**3945409 BAD APPLE.** By Lancaster Hill. John Apple is a simple man. A gardener who also preaches the preacher who lives a quiet life in Ohio. Then a broken heart sends him south. A chance encounter with a very drunk Jim Bowie leads him to the Shelly Gang. But his struggle for independence from the brutalities of Mexican President Santa Ana teaches Apple a valuable new skill: Killing. 343 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95 $3.95

**SOLD OUT**

**3872724 WILL KEEN, INDIAN SCOUT.** By Art Iberg. Will Keen is a western man living in two different worlds—one white, one Plaute Indian. After a decade of guiding long lines of canvas-topped Conestoga wagons west, Will has no idea that his future will take a different turn when one person in a wagon train forces him to decide who he is. 159 pages. Robert Hale. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $14.99

**SOLD OUT**

**3859436 THE WEST OF OWEN WISTER: Selected Short Stories.** Remembered today almost solely as the author of *The Virginian*, Wister's short stories dating from the turn of the century, a wagon west, a firstHAND account of the West's trade, wild farms and ranch country, spotted with towns, and veined with intermittent rafts. This volume collects six of Wister's finest short stories. 247 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

**SOLD OUT**

**3859428 WELL'S BROTHERS: The Young Cattle Kings.** By Andy Adams. The author of *Log of a Cowboy* spins a tale of two orphans, who, facing starvation on the Kansas plains, are sent west by their wagon boss to sell out his cattle and return to the peace. In *The Day the Cowboys Quit*, wagon boss Hugh Hitchcock tries to keep the peace between rancher and cowboy in 1883 Canadian River country. 567 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**SOLD OUT**

**3860876 THE RETURN OF KID COOPER.** By Brad Smith. Nate Cooper, after serving thirty years in prison, returns to his old stomping grounds to find the Blackfoot Indians, the people he went to prison trying to defend, are still being cheated out of their lands. Finding he can't stand idly by, he sets out to level the scales and force some justice into the changing landscape. 282 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**3774961 THESE VIOLENT TIMES.** By C. Courtney Stone. There is a new scourge of frontier warfare, and it's threatening to wipe out thousands of innocent lives. A doctor, driven insane by the war, is spreading pestilence across the land. Now it's up to the Cooper family to stop the plague with only one way: lead up and start shooting. 296 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**3722799 BUSHWHACKED.** By C. Courtney Stone. This is the first volume of two of Joyner's acclaimed westerns, chronicling the frontier legend of John "Shotgun" Bishop—half man, half killing machine, and all vengeance. Includes Shotgun and The Bleeding Edge. 570 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**SOLD OUT**

**3734546 BLACK FOX/OUTLAW KINGDOM.** By Matt Braun. Novels. The Texas panic of 1873 has brought in a new wave of migrants and settlers. Now that the Civil War has begun, the Comanche have a new chance for victory and revenge in Black Fox. And in Outlaw Kingdom, Union soldiers face the historic land rush in 1889, setting aside his badge to make his fortune. But now he's been called back into service to hunt gang leader Bill Doolin. 373 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**SOLD OUT**

**3846965 BLOODSPORT.** By Matt Braun. Dan Stuart plans to stage the prizefight of the century and reap a million-dollar gate. But he soon finds the path to riches strewn with obstacles to his Texas Rangers hot on his trail, the West's first boxer is desperate for a place to hold his fight. 274 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**SOLD OUT**

**3758001 CROSSFIRE.** By Matt Braun. A band of vicious thieves have killed five men already, and stolen a quarter of a million dollars in silver and gold. Wells Fargo recruits the previous Pinkerton agent Ash Tallman. Both Ash and his lady go in deeper undercover and quickly find their way inside the strange, vicious outlaw band—but that's only the beginning. 230 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**SOLD OUT**


**SOLD OUT**

**3876942 FURY AT BENT FORK.** By B.S. Dunn. 160 pages. Robert Hale. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**SOLD OUT**


**SOLD OUT**


**SOLD OUT**


**SOLD OUT**


**SOLD OUT**

**3812839 DEVIL'S CANYON.** By Ralph Compton. 352 pages. Signet. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95 $3.95

**SOLD OUT**


**SOLD OUT**


**SOLD OUT**


**SOLD OUT**


**SOLD OUT**


**SOLD OUT**
**Westerns & Cowboy Stories**


**Military Fiction**

- **3857655** THE CAINE MUTINY. By Herman Wouk. Lieutenant Steve Maryk risks his career by wresting control of a despondent micewresher from his cowardly commander and is tried for mutiny. 537 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00
- **381338X** PARIS IN THE DARK. By Robert Olen Butler. Autumn, 1915; WWI is raging across Europe. What little of America out of the trenches—though it hasn’t stopped young men and women from crossing the Atlantic to volunteer at the front. Nevertheless, a dangerously direct Private, now regularly doubling as an undercover agent for the U.S., is in Paris, and is soon given a new mission. 231 pages. Mysterious Press. Pub. at $26.00

**Fictional Biographies**

- **3684171** THE COMING OF THE NIGHT. By John Rechy. 1981. Los Angeles, Young, beautiful Jesse is celebrating one year on the dazzling gay scene and plans to lose himself completely in its transient pleasures. He is joined by Dave, a leatherman bent on testing limits, a young hustler, an opera lover lost in fantasies of youth, and a gang of teenagers looking for trouble. 244 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00

**Gay & Lesbian Fiction**

- **3849171** THE COMING OF THE NIGHT. By John Rechy. 1981. Los Angeles, Young, beautiful Jesse is celebrating one year on the dazzling gay scene and plans to lose himself completely in its transient pleasures. He is joined by Dave, a leatherman bent on testing limits, a young hustler, an opera lover lost in fantasies of youth, and a gang of teenagers looking for trouble. 244 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00
- **2950480** WHERE YOU ARE. By J.H. Rubble. Robert’s life is falling apart—his wife in a mental clinic. His father is terminally ill, his mother is squabbling with her inferiors, his boyfriend is unsupportive, and the career path that’s been planned for him feels less appealing by the day. He soon forms an emotional relationship with his math teacher that may lead to more. 324 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95
- **3459104** THE CASE OF THE VORACIOUS VINTNER. By Tara Lain. Where Bo comes from, gay men are just confirmed males who never found the right girl. A successful winemaker in California now, Bo is attracted to his neighbor Jeremy. However, under threat from Ernst Otterken. When Ernst is found dead in Jeremy’s tasting room, Bo possesses a phony alibi—but it’s clear Jeremy isn’t who he claims. 375 pages. Dreamspeaker. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95
HARPERVOLAGE. Pub. at $26.99

3868391 SERPENTINE. By Laurel K. Hamilton. Vampire hunter Anita Blake has always managed to overcome everything that comes her way. But this time, even she doesn’t know how to fight. 486 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3889807 THE LIFE OF ELVES. By Muriel Barbery. An epic battle between forces that wish to re-establish harmony in the world and those that wish to shatter it definitively is being waged on earth and in the mysterious land of Mist, where the elves dwell. A richly imaginative story about the human spirit that conveys a message of hope. 409 pages. Europa. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

3827686 THE BOOK OF SWORDS. Ed. by Gardner Dozois. Presents an anthology of 16 epic tales of original fantasy fiction, written by some of the masters like Daniel Abraham, Elizabeth Bear, Robin Hobb, Kate Elliott, Ken Liu, and others. Includes a new Game of Thrones story by George R.R. Martin! 524 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $3.95 $6.95

3896669 STARSPAWN: Pathfinder Tales. By Wendy N. Wagner. Once a notorious pirate, Jendara has at last returned to the cold northern isles of her birth. Yet when a mysterious storm wrecks her island’s shore, she and her fearless crew must sail out to explore the strange island that’s risen from the sea floor. 319 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

3149447 DARK LEGACY. By Christine Feehan. In a beautiful compound hidden away from the world, Elaneth Sanchez tries to blunt the pain that has wracked her body ever since her terrifying ordeal in the labyrinth beneath the earth. But when the city—where she was forced to escape by blood with evil master vampire. Now it’s his voice that haunts her, that never lets her rest. 399 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

3861808 BORN OF VENGEANCE. By Sherrilyn Kenyon. After being wrongfully accused of murdering his family, Bastien Cabarro is the target for the leagues assassins. Major Ember Wyldestarr wants revenge on the tyrant who destroyed her family. if she doesn’t ensure that Bastien survives this mission, three nations will fall and time is quickly running out for all of them. 373 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $3.95

3843495 BORN OF DEFIANCE. By Sherrilyn Kenyon. Born an outcast, Talyn Batur has spent his life fighting the prejudice of his people. Then, when his companion’s brother draws him into a plot against the Andarian crown, he finds himself torn between loyalty to his planetary government and his personal belief in justice. 454 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $3.95

3843444 DEADMEN WALKING. By Sherrilyn Kenyon. Deylin Bane, an ancient warlord, has no love of humanity. Yet to return to the human realm as one of the most notorious pirates in the Spanish Main for the sake of vengeance, he agrees to a bitter bargain with Thorn—an immortal Hellchaser charged with battling the worst monsters the ancient gods ever released into our world. 384 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

3842205 THE RUIN OF KINGS. By John Lyons. Khirin grew up in the slums of Qur, a thief and a minister’s son raised on tales of lost-long princes and magnificent quests. When he is claimed by his wife’s relatives as the missing son of a treasurous prince, Khirin finds himself at the mercy of his new family’s ruthless power plays and political ambitions. 557 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

3846148 MOONBREAKER. By Simon R. Green. Ride shotgun with Eddie Drood, a James Bond of the supernatural,” as he tracks down the killer who poisoned his wife. The game isn’t over until he says it’s over. 325 pages. Ace. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

3824123 THE PRESSED FAIRY JOURNAL OF MADELINE COTTINGTON. By Brian & Wendy Froud. When a descendant, Maddie, visits the dilapidated Cottington Hall, she finds herself thrown into a world of magic, faeries, and folklore. Reading her ancestors’ letters, she wonders if she can enter the fairy world and return unharmed. Fully illus. in color. Abrams. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

3728118 AN EASY DEATH. By Charlaine Harris. In a fractured United States, in the season of FAXOMA—magick is acknowledged but mistrusted, especially by a young gun for hire named Lizbeth Rose. Lizbeth takes a job offering a pair of Ruffians and unequaled wizardry to be their local guide and gunnie, as they travel through a shattered America. 306 pages. $7.95

3836272 THE TROUBLE WITH TWELFTH GRADE. By Dana Fredsti. When someone starts attacking humans who are sensitive to the supernatural world, Grim Reaper and PI Charity Davidson knows she must step up to the soul-saving challenge. If only her number one suspect wasn’t fixated on being the dark Fae entity she’s loved for centuries. But all’s fair in love and eternal war, right? 289 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

3816116 SUMMONED TO THIRTEENTH AGE. By Daydra Jones. Charley Davidson, grim reaper extraordinaire, is pissed. She’s been kicked off the earthly plane for eternity—which is exactly the amount of time it takes to make a person stark, raving mad. But someone’s looking out for her, and she’s allowed to return after a mere hundred years in exile. Is it too much to hope for that not much has changed? 376 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

3805387 SWORDS & STEAM SHORT STORIES. Ed. by Brian & Terry Brooks. The Four Lands are under siege. Wielding a magical ability virtually impossible to combat, mysterious invaders defeat the most fearsome Troll armies, then focus their wrath on the Druid order—and all hope seems lost. 369 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95

3894441 DEADLANDS: Ghostwalkers. By Jonathan Maberry. In the Dead-Terrors the town of Deadrover, man. The undead have been defeated in Redwood Grove, the zombie plague was planned by unknown forces, and reports of similar outbreaks are coming in. What seems to be an isolated event is turning into a brilliant Sioux scientist to defend the struggling humanity. 347 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $7.95

6530641 DEADLANDS: Ghostwalkers. By Jonathan Maberry. Grey Torrance is a hired gun, a former French Foreign Legionnaire, and a powerful mad scientist. When a mysterious cult, led by a figure out of Navajo legend called the White Locust, grey seems to be the break- ing point, leaving few survivors. 311 pages. Saga Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3853748 AGENTS & SPIES SHORT STORIES. By Arnold Bennett et al. Diving into the shadowy corner of secret special services, this intriguing collection of espionage and intrigue. 247 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

3865740 STORM OF LOCUSTS. By Rebecca Roanhorse. Maggie Hoskie receives word that her daughter has been kidnapped by a mysterious cult, led by a figure out of Navajo legend called the White Locust. As Maggie tracks down the White Locust, the full scope of his plans is revealed, pushing Maggie to the breaking point, leaving few survivors. 311 pages. Saga Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Fantasy Novels & Story Collections

**387883X MAESTRO.** By R.A. Salvatore. Book II of the Homecoming trilogy. Drizzt is going home, but Mithral Halfling's friend Frewd Dale. He's going to Moshababzaran. Bruenor is ready to march with him bringing along an army of dwarves to end the scourge of Menzoberranzan. at last Drizzt Do'Urden is at home headed toward the starry night of destiny, where each footstep takes him closer toward the legacy of his past. 454 pages. Wizards of the Coast. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3878783 THE LAST THRESHOLD.** By R.A. Salvatore. Book IV of the Neverwinter Saga. Once lost in a foggy day, Drizzt Do'Urden is at home headed toward the starry night of destiny, where each footstep takes him closer toward the legacy of his past. 454 pages. Wizards of the Coast. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3870062 VENGEANCE OF THE IRON DWARF.** By R.A. Salvatore. The Companions of the Hall are once more separated, known to the far corners of a war that's bigger, with more at stake, than any of them realized. They fight for the safety of Mithral Hall, but its own souls, and the soul of the Faerun itself, that truly hangs in the balance. 421 pages. Wizards of the Coast. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3870740 HERO.** By R.A. Salvatore. Book III of the Homecoming trilogy. Something akin to “peace” has come to the Underdark, and Drizzt is free to return to his home on the surface once again. For the long drow, there is only a single final quest: a search for peace, for family, for home— for the future. 440 pages. Wizards of the Coast. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3870961 SERVANT OF THE SHARD.** By R.A. Salvatore. The malevolent Crystal Shard's influence on Jarlaxle intensifies until even his own drow agents grow fearful of its terrifying intentions. When Bregan D'aerth itself begins to turn on him, the mercenary will be forced to find a savior in the assassin he’s come to enslave. 371 pages. Wizards of the Coast. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3870929 RISE OF THE KING.** By R.A. Salvatore. The Companions of the Hall are united in body and spirit—but not in ideals. The battle is at hand, and the future is in the balance. 379 pages. Wizards of the Coast. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3878716 GAUNTGLRYM.** By R.A. Salvatore. The Neverwinter Saga. Book I. Follow the Legend of Drizzt into a bold new era, full of action and adventure. Bregan D’Aerth is Gauntgrym, and open the curtain on the characters, settings, and monsters of the must-have online gaming experience. 395 pages. Wizards of the Coast. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3878902 PROMISE OF THE WITCH-KING.** By R.A. Salvatore. Book II of The Sellswords. Enterrir and Jarlaxle might be strangers in the rugged, unforgiving mountains of the Spine of the World, but they have shared difficult places before. Caught between the ghost of a power-mad lich, and the righteous fury of an oath-bound knight, they have never faced such odds. 376 pages. Wizards of the Coast. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3878856 NIGHT OF THE HUNTER.** By R.A. Salvatore. With the Companions of the Hall gathered together once again, Drizzt Do’Urden thought he had shed the darkness around him. But as easily as go. 459 pages. Wizards of the Coast. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3878848 NEVERWINTER.** By R.A. Salvatore. Book II of the Neverwinter saga. Drizzt Do’Urden, hardened by the whips of the drow masters and softened by the honest love of those he met along the way, is a force to be reckoned with. His journey takes him from Gauntgrym, as it once took him from Mithral Hall. It is time to let go of the past, 363 pages. Wizards of the Coast. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**387900X THE THOUSAND ORCS.** By R.A. Salvatore. Book I of The Hunter's Blades Trilogy. When a hooded band of orcs, led by one as yet unseen enemy, comes rampaging out of the Spine of the World, it lays waste to everything in its path. Dark elf ranger Drizzt Do’Urden and his most trusted allies find themselves in the path of destruction. 367 pages. Wizards of the Coast. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3878937 ROAD OF THE PATRIARCH.** By R.A. Salvatore. Illezharu and Tazifiketa are ancient dragons of great power, accustomed to easily manipulating the humans around them, but not all humans are so easily led. When they pushed Enterrir and Jarlaxle into the heart of the Bloodstone Lands, not even they could have imagined the disaster. Borne by right tradition, the dream of escaping to the world beyond their mountain home. Thankfully, Aelven may be the strongest witch to have ever lived, but there are no more odds left. 370 pages. Wizards of the Coast. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**383445X CHILD OF A MAD GOD.** By R.A. Salvatore. When Aelven loses her parents, she is left to fend for herself among a tribe of vengeful barbarians. Bound by rigid traditions, she dreams of escaping to the world beyond her mountain home. Thankfully, Aelven may be the strongest witch to have ever lived, but there are no more odds left. 370 pages. Wizards of the Coast. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**387933X THE RED SCROLLS OF MAGIC.** By C. Clare & W. Chu. Magnus Bane is talking a trip across Europe with Alec Lightwood. It looks like all his odds is finally his boyfriend. It doesn't seem like too much for the centuries-old High Warlock to ask for. But no sooner have they settled in Paris than an old friend arrives with news about a demon-worshipping cult called the Crimson Hand that is bent on causing chaos around the world. 350 pages. Margaret K. McElderry. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**389586X DARK SKYE.** By Kresley Cole. With their families locked in combat and battles raging all around, the warrior Thorn kissing in and the sorceress Lanthe succumb to the brutal chaos that threatens everything they cherish. Or will the fragile bond they formed so long ago stand strong enough to withstand even their darkest doubts? 420 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $25.00 $3.95

**3879135 WARRIOR OF THE ALTAI.** By Robert Jordan. The waterholes of the Plain are dry, and the feyish elk grow more numerous, and bad omens abound. Willgar, a leader of the Altai people, must contend with twin queens, warlocks, prophets, and magic in hopes of preserving his people and securing their futures. 322 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99 $17.95


**383313X SERIOUSLY WICKED.** By Tina Connelly. 208 pages. Tor. Pub. at $17.99 $3.95
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**Science Fiction**

- **3892632 LUNA: New Moon.** By Ian McDonald. As the leader of the moon’s newest incorporated family—the fifth of the Dragons—Adriana Corta managed to come from the slightest foundation to claw her way to supreme power and respect. Wrestling control of the newly helio-3 industry, Adriana is a force to reckon with. 398 pages. Howard. Pub. at $26.00

- **3846083 THE LINE BETWEEN.** By Tosca Lee. When 22 year old Wynter Roth is cast out of self-contained dorms across the nation. As Wynter struggles to start over in a world she’s been taught to fear, she finds herself in a war with the apocalypse she’s feared all her life. 356 pages. Howard. Pub. at $26.00

- **3874762 NIGHTFLYERS.** The Illustrated Edition. By George R.R. Martin. When a scientific expedition is launched to study a mysterious alien race, the only ship available is the Nightflyer, a fully autonomous vessel manned by a single human. But Captain Royd Eris remains locked away, interacting with his passengers only through disembodied voice in a projected hologram no more substantial than a ghost. Illus. in color. 193 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $19.99

- **3846926 ROBOTS VS. FAIRIES.** Ed. by D. Parrish & N. Wolfe. Get ready for the ultimate deathmatch of all time. Is it not a magical in these eighteen stories, as the authors pick a side and take a stand to answer the question on everyone’s mind: When the lasers cease firing and the fairy dust settles, who will triumph in the epic battle between rapid and disposable science fiction? 373 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $28.00

- **381145X 2001, 50TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION.** A Space Odyssey. By Arthur C. Clarke. Follow the crew of the space craft Discovery as they embark on a mission to Saturn. Their vessel is controlled by HAL 9000, an artificial intelligence supercomputer capable of the most amazing feats of logic, that are both right and pernicious. The human mind. 252 pages. Orbit. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

- **3892939 BABYBON’S ASHES.** By James S.A. Corey. Sixth novel in the Expanse Series. The free navy has crippled the Earth and begun a campaign of violent suppression. Without the Outnumbered and outnumbered, the embattled remnants of the old political powers call on the Rocinante for a desperate mission, to reach Medina Station at the heart of the gate network. 538 pages. Orbit. Pub. at $27.00

- **3837052 BABYBON’S ASHES.** By James S.A. Corey. James Holden and his crew know the strengths and weaknesses of The Free Navy better than anyone. Outnumbered and outnumbered, the embattled remnants of the old political powers call on the Rocinante for a desperate mission—to reach Medina Station at the heart of the gate network. 538 pages. Orbit. Pub. at $17.99


- **3720583 THE NULL PROPHECY.** By Michael Gottlieb. Space weather scientists have spotted holes opening in Earth’s magnetosphere. Now a massive, deadly eruption of solar radiation is barreling toward the planet at one million miles per hour. With only one day to prevent the U.S. disaster, the U.S. disaster is turned to two unlikely heroes for help. Calder Sinclair and Allie Ardenvaard. 422 pages. Regency. Pub. at $27.99

- **3709140 THE X-FILES: Secret Agendas.** By Ryan Kelly. At the truth is still out there. FBI agents are hunting in the shadows for dangerous truths in this new collection of fifteen original tales. 360 pages. IDW Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

- **3802124 STAR WARS MADE EASY: A Beginner’s Guide to a Galaxy Far, Far Away.** By Ryder Windham et al. Every Star Wars fan should read this book. It is a must-read for all those who are new to Star Wars. Don’t know a light saber from a Buck Lesabre? Think an Ewok is a kitchen gadget? In a world where something as simple as a bottle of water can be a dangerous item, this book will take you on a journey of discovery in the galaxy. 252 pages. Fantasy. Pub. at $14.99

- **3893663 THE ANDROMEDA EVOLUTION.** By M. Crichton & D.H. Wilson. When an extraterrestrial, deadly microparticle, known as the Andromeda strain, resurfaces in the middle of the Brazilian jungle, a team of experts is dispatched to investigate the potentially apocalyptic threat. But if the team can’t reach it and figure how to stop it, this new Andromeda will annihilate all life as we know it. 366 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

- **LUNA: Wolf Moon.** By Michael Gottlieb. Space weather scientists have spotted holes opening in Earth’s magnetosphere. Now a massive, deadly eruption of solar radiation is barreling toward the planet at one million miles per hour. With only one day to prevent the U.S. disaster, the U.S. disaster is turned to two unlikely heroes for help. Calder Sinclair and Allie Ardenvaard. 422 pages. Regency. Pub. at $27.99

- **3875630 THE BEST AMERICAN SCIENCE FICTION AND FANTASY 2019.** Ed. by Carmen Maria Machado. These twenty tales consist of the boundary-pushing, genre-blurring, stylisically singular science fiction and fantasy stories published in 2019. Representing a wide range of the most accomplished and inspiring work in science fiction and fantasy today, these story dazzles striking prose. 412 pages. HMH. Paperback.

- **3850536 STAR TREK DISCOVERY: Designing Starships, Season One.** Ed. by Ben Robinson. Fully illustrated, most in color. 203 pages. Eaglestrike Hero Collector. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $29.95

- **3750368 DR. DOUGHERTY’S OWNERS’ WORKSHOP MANUAL.** By Ryder Windham et al. Presents a thorough history of Sienar Fleet Systems’ twin ion engine space superiority lighter, from early concept and initial design and testing to the mass-produced starfighters that fought countless battles against insurgent groups. Fully illus. in color. 125 pages. Insight Editions. 8¼x11. Pub. at $24.99

- **3870004 MILLENNIUM FALCON: Owner’s Workshop Manual.** By Ryder Windham et al. Covering operational history, piloting, propulsion, weapons, engineering systems, sensors and crew facilities, this is the most thorough technical guide to the Millennium Falcon available. Fully illus. in color. 125 pages. Haynes. 8¼x11

- **3814344 THE SELF-PROPELLED ISLAND.** By Jules Verne. A famous French string quartet is abducted by an American businessman and taken to Standard Island to perform for its millionaire inhabitants. The quartet soon discovers that the island is not an island at all, but an immense, futuristic ship possessing all the features of an idyllic haven. 323 pages. Bison. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

- **3740536 STAR TREK DISCOVERY: Designing Starships, Season One.** Ed. by Ben Robinson. Fully illustrated, most in color. 203 pages. Eaglestrike Hero Collector. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $29.95

- **3796783 DOCTOR WHO: THE OFFICIAL DOCTOR WHO ANTHOLOGY.** By Justin Richards. The Doctors take on the trickier concepts of time, space, Time Lord technology and the mysteries of the universe. This Doctor’s dictionary is invaluable for budding time travelers and intergalactic companions. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. BBC. Pub. at $15.99

- **3737640 THE SELF-PROPELLED ISLAND.** By Jules Verne. A famous French string quartet is abducted by an American businessman and taken to Standard Island to perform for its millionaire inhabitants. The quartet soon discovers that the island is not an island at all, but an immense, futuristic ship possessing all the features of an idyllic haven. 323 pages. Bison. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

- **3796783 DOCTOR WHO: THE OFFICIAL DOCTOR WHO ANTHOLOGY.** By Justin Richards. The Doctors take on the trickier concepts of time, space, Time Lord technology and the mysteries of the universe. This Doctor’s dictionary is invaluable for budding time travelers and intergalactic companions. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. BBC. Pub. at $15.99

- **3750368 DR. DOUGHERTY’S OWNERS’ WORKSHOP MANUAL.** By Ryder Windham et al. Presents a thorough history of Sienar Fleet Systems’ twin ion engine space superiority lighter, from early concept and initial design and testing to the mass-produced starfighters that fought countless battles against insurgent groups. Fully illus. in color. 125 pages. Insight Editions. 8¼x11. Pub. at $24.99

- **3846839 THE GONE WORLD.** By Tim Sweterlitsch. 388 pages. Polis. Pub. at $27.00

- **3846787 THE REBEL.** By Gerald Brandt. 342 pages. DAW Books. Pub. at $26.00
**Science Fiction**


3839541 IF THE BARROW COMES. By Nancy Kress. 334 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99

3839086 BOMB QUEEN DELUXE EDITION, VOLUME FOUR. By Jimmie Robinson. For ten years she has ruled over New Port City, a town where illicit desire is common currency. Holding it all back is the queen: A woman sick and twisted, where superheroes are banned; the prisons are closed, chaos and mayhem are commonplace. Collects Bomb Queen VII #1-4. IDW Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99


**Graphic Novels & Comics**

3889741 LEAPING TALL BUILDINGS: The Origins of American Comics. By Christopher Irving. Reveals the history of American comics through the stories of creators most important and influential creators. Using interview based essays, and original art through various stages of development, this title delivers an in-depth, personal, behind the scenes account of the history of the American comic book. 240 pages. PowerHouse. Pub. at $35.00

3823776 JUANA AND THE DRAGONET'S SEVEN KINGDOMS, VOLUME 2. By Kiyohisa Tanaka. Despite being from different worlds, dragonet Nich and human girl Juana have forged a bond. But when Juana, aka the princess of the dragonets, shows up at her school, she gets snapped up while Nich is left adrift in the ocean. Will Nich survive his watery ordeal? In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

2933535 PROMETHEUS: Life and Death. By Dan Abnett. A group of Colonial Marines stationed at an all-girls Hanagaki High. And Aoba Fujiwara snaps an intimate shot of her and Takeda. But things only get worse when Juana goes so hot for Yuma after her break-up with Mattelite, the Imperial Gentleman! It's a kill or perish situation for Nich. Collects issues #1-4. Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

3840115 QUARRY'S WAR. By Max Allan Collins. Former U.S. Marine sniper Quarry has found a new vocation as a professional assassin. But when his latest contract turns out to be an old friend, Quarry is caught between his military past and his new life. The fresh-faced hit man finds himself battling against his own conscience. Collects issues #1-4. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

3842169 RE-MONSTER, VOL. 2. By Kogitune Kenanuki. Gob-Rou might be an ogre, but even that can’t keep him from saving an elven damsel in distress from a band of humans. He learns that a war between the humans and elves is brewing in the very forest where he grew up, and it’s not long before he and his mercenaries are thrust into a battle against a human army. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

3874374 IF IT'S FOR MY DAUGHTER, I'D EVEN DEFEAT A DEMON LORD. Vol. 1. By Chiriho. While on a job, Dale comes across a little demon girl all alone in the forest. Dale can’t bear to leave her there to die. But if he takes her home, Demon Lord Karasuma might not, and this is the only card he has to play. Collective Incredible Hulk #714-717 and World War Hulk #1. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

3830874 MUSHO KU, VOLUME 5: Jobless Reincarnation. By Rifujin na Magonote. Rudeus has conquered the Demon Continent and traveled across half the world. Along the way, he’s made friends and benefited enemies. Now, finally, their long awaited battle has arrived, and Rudeus is pitted against his father Paul. It has all the makings of a tender moment—but turns into a father-son brawl! In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

3839481 HULK: World War Hulk II. By Greg Pak. Following his apocalyptic adventure on Sakaar, Amadeus Cho returns to Earth—but the raging monster inside of him is out of the trunk. And that means dire consequences for anybody who crosses his path. Collects Incredible Hulk #714-717 and World War Hulk #1. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

3837432 IF IT'S FOR MY DAUGHTER, I'D EVEN DEFEAT A DEMON LORD. Vol. 2. By Chiriho. Dale has received a summons to the royal capital. It’s his duty to answer it, but this means leaving Latina behind at the Demon Academy. Not that he’s too excited, he’ll fit this women with worry about their first extended separation. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

3824956 FROZEN, VOLS. 11-12. By Dan Berry and the rest of the students from West Genetics have remained in the Alaskan Chevalier facility to assist in creating E-Pandora, an artificial Pandora. If they are successful, this could finally turn the tide in the war against the Nova. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

3837262 FROZEN, VOLS. 19-20. By Dan Berry. Faced with the overwhelming strength of the humanoid Nova, the Pandorians and their Valkyrie allies are locked in a seemingly unwinnable battle. With casualties mounting, Satellizer’s own powers begin to fail, enough to turn the tide. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

3837270 GAKUEN POLIZI, VOLUME 2. By Mik Morigana. Since she was a child, Aoba had only one dream: to fight evil and protect the weak. To achieve this dream, Aoba became a part-time undercover cop stationed at all-girls Hanagaki High. And Aoba will go to any length to solve a crime! In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

3817148 BATMAN: Bruce Wayne–Murderer? By Greg Rucka et al. When he is found with the dead body of Vesper Fairchild in his arms, it looks like Bruce Wayne has finally snapped. Collects Batman: The 10-Cent Adventure and Batman: The Last 766-770 Chapter. Badger. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

3837572 MUSHO KU, VOLUME 7: Jobless Reincarnation. By Rifujin na Magonote. Rudeus has conquered the Demon Continent and traveled across half the world. Along the way, he’s made friends and benefited enemies. Now, finally, their long awaited battle has arrived, and Rudeus is pitted against his father Paul. It has all the makings of a tender moment—but turns into a father-son brawl! In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

3823946 HULK: World War Hulk. By Greg Pak. Following his apocalyptic adventure on Sakaar, Amadeus Cho returns to Earth—but the raging monster inside of him is out of the trunk. And that means dire consequences for anybody who crosses his path. Collects Incredible Hulk #714-717 and World War Hulk #1. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99
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Hardy Savage heads up a small-time gang in a city gripped by Kazamori and Ohki’s relationship accelerates, but to where? In the first battle a rival club for their advisor. Later, Kazamori attends a...


LIMITED QUANTITY 3857484

2713 APOLCALYPSE: Are You Ready? By B. Bergman. Teenagers are a lot like zombies—slow-moving, difficult to communicate with, often hungry. Join the Duncan family as they struggle with modern technology, confront an endless sea of dirty laundry, and learn to bridge the cultural divide between parents and teenagers. Fully illus., in color. 206 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $7.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3856947

ADULT TIME: A Blues No. 35, By R. Kirkman & J. Scott. From the dark days of sleep deprivation to the cacophony of a tri-kid family, this year of diary records the true dark underbelly of parenting to the delight of newspaper readers everywhere. Kirkman and Scott intuitively balance the humorous with the poignant through these relatable parenting scenes. Fully illus. 208 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10×10½. Hardcover. Pub. at $18.99 $4.95

3795160 I GO POGO. By Walt Kelly. This compilation features comics from the election year of 1952, during which Pogo’s neighbors encouraged the reluctant possum to run for president. Kelly’s sly humor and flair for creative language retain their imaginative verve for comics enthusiasts in the twenty-first century. Fully illus. 180 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

2921912 FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE, VOLUME ONE: The Complete Library, 1979-1982. By Lynn Johnston. Since it debuted in 1978, its nationwide audience has doubled—reaching every town in America. For Better or For Worse is about being a parent in a world that’s going to hell in a handbasket. Fully illus. in color. 194 pages. Fantagraphics. Sold Out

3872114 ARCHIE 1000 PAGE BONUS ED. By Victor Gorelick. Featuring over 100 colorful stories this new collection is the best and brightest of Archie, Jughead, Betty, Veronica and all of their relatives from Riverdale, Archie Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3859518


3861261 LONG SHORT STORY: 100 Classic Books in 3 Panels. By Matt Hargrove and Lisa Brown. A witty and pictorial look at the classics of comics for 100 classic titles, from classroom classics like Don Quixote and Jane Eyre, to modern favorites like Beloved and The Handmaid’s Tale. Fully illus. in color. 71 pages. Aline Press. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95

3832024 BARNEY GOOSE, VOLUME 14. By Dell DeLello. One of the biggest and funniest cartoon stars of the 1920s, and the subject of the hit song “Barney Gooble with the Gooble Gooble Eyes”, is now featured here with four classic stories that are emblematic of what made the cartoon strip so memorable. Fully illus. 353 pages. IDW Publishing. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

3786102 KRAZY & IGNATZ 1916-1918: The George Herriman Library. The hilarious, masterpiece Krazy Kat graced the pages of America’s newspapers for three decades. This new collection of the full sized Sunday pages brings back into print the beginning of the love triangle of Krazy Kat, Ignatz Mouse, and O’Puff, and the first three years of this comic strip considered by many as the greatest ever created. Fully illus. 184 pages. Fantagraphics. 11×11½. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00. $26.95


3700178 THE FUZZY BUNCH: A Get Fuzzy Collection. By Darby Conley. Created by Darby Conley, theFUZZY BUNCH is a comic strip that can only happen in the monkey world—monkeys, the media, or civilize and join him and his unlikely doggie friend Satchel Pooch in this collection of hilarious cartoon strips, culled from their original appearance in newspapers from 1994 to 2008. Fully illus., some in color. 128 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

3700410 YOU CAN’T FIGHT CRAZY: A Get Fuzzy Collection. By Darby Conley. Bucky Katt is an ill-tempered, potty-mouthed hero; but Satchel Pooch is his gentleman and often confused canine counterpart who attempts (unsuccessfully) to stay out of Bucky’s schemes. Rob and Satchel have their hands full with this cracked cat in this hilarious collection of comics! Fully illus., some color. 127 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

3790080 CATBUNGA! A Get Fuzzy Collection. By Darby Conley. Patrick the sheepdog finds out that Satchel Pooch is his owner’s relative and the stuff of which nightmares are made. Fully illus., some color. 128 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99. $9.95


3810046 ARCHIE’S AMERICANA, 1940S-1970S. Ed. by Paul Castiglia. Fully illus. in color. IDW Publishing. Pub. at $99.99. $29.95


PRICE CUT to $2.95
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More Fiction

3735476 CHRISTMAS CAKE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. With her dream of opening The Cookie Jar taking shape, Hannah Swensen’s life threatens the mix of Christmas hustle and bustle in Lake Eden—especially when a Yuletide murder happens! As she prepares to run a bakery, it’ll be a true miracle if she can prevent another Yuletide victory by solving a mystery as dense as a Christmas fruitcake. 270 pages. Kensington. Paperback. $20.00

3699897 THE BLESSING: Amish Cooking Class. By Wanda E. Brunstetter. More than recipes are exchanged at the Troyer Farm where Lyle and Heidi once again open up their Ohio home to those seeking to learn about Amish cooking. Friendships form, a romance blossoms, and hearts receive healing. 308 pages. Shiloh Run. Paperback. $15.99

6824544 THE DOG WHO WAS THERE. By Ron Marasco. No one expected Barry to have an encounter with the Unlike many dogs, Barry is hungry, and struggling to survive in first century Jerusalem. Most surprisingly, he was a dog. But through Barry’s eyes, the story of a teacher from Galilee comes alive in a way we’ve never experienced before. 262 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. $15.99

3831183 GO SET A WATCHMAN. By Harper Lee. Set against a backdrop of civil rights tension and political turmoil, Jean Louise Finch, now 27 years old, returns home to Alabama to visit her aging father, Atticus. But disturbing truths about her close-knit family, the town, and those dearest to her await. 278 pages. Harper. Paperback. $27.99

3857883 THE WASHINGTON DECREE. By Jussi Adler-Olsen. Before Senator Bruce Jansen was elected president of the United States, a PR stunt brought together five very different people. Despite their differences, the five remained bonded by their shared experience and devotion to their candidate. But triumph is tragically short lived when the first lady is assassinated on election night. 569 pages. Dutton. Paperback. $28.00

2959585 TENDING ROSES. By Lisa Wingate. When Kate Bowman temporarily moves to her grandmother’s Missouri farm with her husband and baby son, she learns that the lessons that often came during her years as a teacher, and her daughter’s too. Her adopted queen has discovered her grandma’s hand-made journal, full of stories that celebrate the importance of family, friendship, and faith. 310 pages. Berkley. Paperback. $15.00

3767222 COME TO THE GARDEN. By Jennifer Wilder Morgan. Jenn, a Texas girl who moved to California to be with her b-to-be on her birthday, is determined to discover an angel in her backyard garden. The angel, who calls herself Margaret, is charming and funny, and she knows that Jenn needs to laugh. He does a lot of things about God recently. Framed as a series of conversations between Jenn and her guardian angel, this charming novel is based on real events. 224 pages. Howard. Paperback. $16.00

3832813 I AM HALF-SICK OF SHADOWS. By Alan Bradley. It’s Christmastime, and Flavia de Luce is having a problem. Her chemistry-instrument building in her laboratory, whipping up a concoction to ensure Saint Nick. But when a body is discovered at Buckshaw, the de Luce’s despising English estate, Flavia must ferret out a killer hidden in plain sight. 315 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $15.00

3829642 FEVER. By Deon Meyer. Nico Storm and his father, Willen, drive a truck filled with essential supplies through a desolate land. They are among the few in the world, as far as they know, to have survived a devastating virus that has swept over the planet. Nico, though only a boy, is an excellent marksman, and is destined to be his father’s best shot. 336 pages. Penguin. Paperback. $16.00

3754340 FEVER. By Deon Meyer. Nico Storm and his father, Willen, drive a truck filled with essential supplies through a desolate land. They are among the few in the world, as far as they know, to have survived a devastating virus that has swept over the planet. Nico, though only a boy, is an excellent marksman, and is destined to be his father’s best shot. 336 pages. Penguin. Paperback. $16.00

★ 3752909 A CUP OF HOLIDAY FEAR. By Ellie Alexander. Ashland, Oregon, looks as pretty as a postcard this holiday season. The halls are decked, stockings hung, and eyes are all well. Juliette Prospero and her staff at her bakery, are busier than ever. But while hosting a local feast, one of the guests ends up as dead as Scrooge’s doorman. It’s up to Juliette and her helpers to find out who is guilty. 250 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. $7.99

★ 3756181 MARRY CHRISTMAS MURDER. By Stephanie Blackmore. As professional wedding planner Mallory Shepard organizes a Christmas-themed wedding with a passion the obstacles are starting to outnumber Santa’s reindeer. Soon Mallory is left with a murder to solve—among other mysteries including a missing red dress, a Blue Bell truck in town, and a manger thirty years earlier! 316 pages. Kensington. Paperback. $7.99

★ 3756211 MURDER IN THE FIRST EDITION. By Lauren Elliott. Addie Greybome is preparing for the holidays at her bookshop in southeast New England. An 1843 copy of A Christmas Carol to the charity auction. But when the woman who’s in charge of the auction is found dead, and the valuable first edition isn’t found, Addie finds out if she can appraise people’s motives as appraise rare books. 315 pages. Kensington. Paperback. $7.99

★ 3772855 APPLE CIDER SLAYING. By Julianna Lindsey. Blossom Valley books are a hit with Smythe Orchards. Winnie and her Granny’s beloved twenty-five acre farm and business. Hoping to drum up some business they start the annual Christmas party and at the outdoor event on the farm. But the whole endeavor takes a sour turn when the body of Nadine, Granny’s nemesis, is found lodged in the apple press. 312 pages. Kensington. Paperback. $7.99

★ 3722030 PROMISE, TEXAS. By Debbie Macomber. Four women from different walks of life come together. The people here experience tragedies as well as triumphs, sorrow as well as joy. Their town, like towns everywhere, has its share of secrets, but what is known for certain is that through it all, they have always been there. 379 pages. MIRA. Paperback. $8.99

★ 3758076 DEATH OF A NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOLAR. By Laura Levine. Scotty Parker, a former cop, moves to an eleven-year-old neighborhood on Scrooge, thinks he can make a comeback with the screenplay he’s working on, and Jaune Austen is editing. So when Scotty is bid at a bookstore, the police have a long list of suspects—including Jaune. Sure she’s been under stress, but she’s not guilty of murder! Now prove it. 327 pages. Kensington. Paperback. $9.95

★ 3845974 THE HELLFIRE CLUB. By Jake Lapp. Charlie Marder, a WWII veteran and popular academic, is an unlikely congressman. Thrust into office by his power-broker father’s connections, Charlie is determined to make his own position for good. He quickly learns however that in 1950s Washington, little is as it seems. 342 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. $27.00

2866883 LARK! THE HERALD ANGELS SING. By Andrelle Wright. It’s Christmas in Caephyr and Meg, full of holiday spirit, is helping with the town’s festivities. While directing a nativity pageant, she finds a surprise in the manger: a live baby. A note from the mother says it’s time for the father to take care of her—and implicates Meg’s brother Rob as the father. 303 pages. Penguin. Paperback. $15.99

★ 3865540 INDIVISIBLE. By Travis Thrasher. Darren and Heather Turner share a passion for serving God, family, and country. When Darren is deployed to Iraq as an army chaplain, Darren is determined to serve military families back home as she cares for the couple’s three young children. Based on a true story. 321 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. $15.99

3791991 A SEASON TO CELEBRATE. By Fern Michaels. A book about four stories of the special way the holidays warm our hearts. Titles include: A Christmas Homecoming by Fern Michaels; An Unexpected Gift by Fern Michaels; A Christmas Carol by Donna Kauffman; and A Christmas Carol and Other Stories by Fern Michaels. 333 pages. Vintage. Paperback. $13.00

★ 281806X A MAIGRET CHRISTMAS AND OTHER STORIES. By Georges Simenon. It’s Christmas. By Simenon beneath the sparkling lights and glittering decorations lie the sinister deeds and dark secrets. This collection brings together three of Simenon’s most enjoyable stories: A Maigret Christmas, A Christmas Carol and Small Crosses in a Notebok; and Other Stories. 379 pages. Zebra. Paperback. $7.99

★ 3884775 STATION ELEVEN. By Emily St. John Mandel. In a world ravaged by the devastating flu pandemic, society is brought to its knees. The only hope rests with a strange little boy who was not weaned by civilization as we know it came to an end. The story moves back and forth in time, and after the pandemic, connecting the twists of fate. 217 pages. Penguin. Paperback. $13.00

★ 3883073 ZOMBIE-IN-CHEF. By Scott Gier. When the zombie apocalypse breaks out, a tycoon and reality TV star improbably wins his party’s nomination for the presidency, pundits and analysts are as baffled as they are certain that he is the least electionable candidate. Can a candidate revealed to be a proud Zombie American simply be another stepping stone on a historic journey to the presidency? 261 pages. Talos. Paperback. $14.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/827
Here’s to Us, by Erin Bennett. Read by Erin Bennett. Laurel, Belinda, and Scarlett share only two things—a love for Deacon, the man they all married, and a passionate dislike for one another. After Deacon’s tragic death, his tight-knit family gathers for a weekend in honor. Before it’s over, there are a host of accusations, lies and tears. Ten hours on 11 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $15.00.

Winter Storms, by Elin Hilderbrand. Read by Erin Bennett. Hachette. Another Christmas in Nantucket finds the Quinn family taking a look forward to celebrating Genevieve’s baptism, welcoming Isabella to the family and enjoying the cheer of Nantucket’s traditional Christmas festivities. But to take a whole lot more than a Christmas miracle to get the Quinns—and the inn—through the holiday’s intact. Seven hours on 6 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $10.00.


NO MAN’S LAND, by David Baldacci. Read by Kyler Brewer & Orlih Cassidy. Past and present collide for Special Agent John Puller when his father is accused of killing Puller’s mother, who disappeared 30 years ago. Paul Rogers was also present at the scene, but pulled his gun and shot Puller’s father. And after ten years in prison, he’s been on the run. The only thing standing in his way is Puller. Over 11 hours on 10 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $40.00.

LAST STAND MAN, by David Baldacci. Read by Jason Dube. Ten seconds for Web London to lose everything—his friends, his team, and his reputation. He must discover why he was the only one left standing, and find the only other person who came out of that alley alive—a 10-year-old boy who has since disappeared. Twenty-two hours on 19 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $25.00.

Revival, by Stephen King. Read by Ji Seon Lee. When a tragic accident strikes charismatic preacher Charles Jacobs, he abandons his faith and is banished from his town. Years later, Jacobs returns to find that his old home is now a bar owned—and the two find a bond beyond even the Devil’s). Thirteen hours on 2 MP CDs. Simon & Schuster. Pub. at $29.99.


The Color of Fear, by Marcia Muller. Read by Elizabeth Evans. After a drug dealer’s son threatens to kill a friend of her daughter’s, Muller’s protagonist(UIren) takes matters into her own hands and sets out to rescue the kidnapped girl. Twenty-one hours on 14 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99.

Poisonous, by Allison Brennan. Read by Erika Foss. When teenage Internet bully Ivy Lake fell off a cliff, few people cared except her developmentally disabled eighteen year old stepbrother, Tommy. In spite of her occasional cruelty, Tommy loved her. He seeks the help of investigative reporter Maxine Revere, but her investigation proves dangerous. Finding the truth might get them all killed. Thirteen hours on 8 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00.

The 8th Confession, by James Patterson & M. Paetro. Read by Carolyn McCormick. The Women’s Murder Club tracks a killer with a taste for the super-rich, and as the hunt for the criminal tests the limits of the City, the duo is forced to go beyond the city limits to bring justice. Seven hours on 7 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $39.99.


15th Affair, by James Patterson & M. Paetro. Read by January LaVoip. Detective Lindsay Boxer faces an elusive, possibly very dangerous suspect—the husband of a woman who once disapppear.-varsome from the scene prompts Lindsay to seek help from the Women’s Murder Club when disturbing clues fall close to home. Over 7 hours on 6 CDs. Little, Brown. Pub. at $35.00.
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